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Adelle Vaughn Jemison
Enters School Board Race
ST.
Adelle

PETERSBURG Jemison
has

announced her candidacy to
run for the District 4 seat on the
Pinellas County Sdiool Board,

Senator Hargrett Wins Key
Funding For Urban Revitalization

school system in 1978, when
the district’s first equal oppor
tunity director resigned.
During her years in educa
tion, she built greater relation

“Quality ships. The entire county came
Education not Race Ratios.” to trust and respect her and her
with a platform of

District 4 covers Pinellas
County, south of 54th Avenue
North and West of U.S. 19.
Corinne Freeman now holds
the seat She will fece the win
ners of September Republican
primary
between
Janet
Caramello, Charles Patton and
Tom Todd.
Jemison,

statuesque

woman with a soft voice and a
patient expression, reluctantly

Adelle Vaughn Jemison

became the conscience of the

TALLAHASSEE-This
past legislative session, Sena
tor James T. “Jim” Haigrett, Jr.
requested $175,000 in the Sen
ate’s budget and won fending
forthe Horida Agricultural and

work. Jemison is known as

Mechanical
University
(FAMU) to establish the Insti

one who is committed and
cares. Her honesty and caring

tute on Urban Policy and
Commerce. Representative

for people especially the ones

Rudy Bradley led the chaige in
the House by submitting the

with whom she held a different
view was well respected.
While employed with the
school system, when she
thought the district was wrong
she woidd say so.'

Please See 'Adelle'
In Story Below

ty and students. The critical
concerns that fece those in the
urban areas include transporta
tion infrastructure, tourism and
international trade, environ
mental restoration, job devel
opment and job retention, pub
lic health, life long learning,
femily intervention, and public
safety. The Institute’s activities

line item in the House of Rep-

and resources will be used to
address these issues.
Due to'years of serious

resentatives’ budget. The pri

neglect and deprivation, uiban'

maiy goal of the Institute is to
improve the quality of life in
urban communities through

communities, such as South
St. Pete, have been plagued
with pervasive poverty and

out Florida through research,
teaching and outreach activi-,
ties provided by FAMU facul

Please See 'Senator'
In Story Below

Senator Hargrett
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Essence Music Festival Held
In New Orleans—————

Dr. Barbara West Carpenter

Colin Powell

Colin Powell Challenges
NAACP To Focus On
America's Youth
ATLANTA—In a rousing
speech before delegates and
guests, General Colin Powell
challenged the NAACP to
focus more efforts on creating
opportunity and resources for
young people.
“It makes no difference if
we win court battles, put in
place affirmative action pro
grams of all kinds, if we bring
up a generation of youngsters
who do not take advantage of
them,” said Powell.
PowelT stressed five areas
feat he is focusing on in his
organization,America’s
Promise, to address fee needs
of youth. The five areas
include fee following: mentor
ing programs, after school pro
grams, healthy start programs,
initiatives to teach kids mar
ketable skills, and opportuni
ties for young people to volun

Zeta Phi Beta's
First Sister In
Service

Powell challenged fee
NAACP to remain active on
two very important fronts:
voter registration and affirma
tive'action.
“Make sure feat fee
NAACP is on fee forefront of
voter-registration efforts,” said
Powell. “We did not come this
far so that people would
squander away precious rights.
You must vote or your voice
will not be heard.”

BATON ROUGE, LA -

■ Sister is as sisterhood does. For
Dr. Baibara West Carpenter,
’ The Coca-Cola Company
serves as fee first ever title
sponsor of the Essence Music
Festival held in New Orleans
during fee 4th of July holiday
weekend celebration.
During fee press confer
ence to kick off fee four-day
cultural extravaganza, Ingrid

Saunders Jones, right, vice
president, corporate external

United States.

awards are left-right: New
Orleans Mayor, Marc Morial;

pany presented New Orleans

Edward Lewis, publisher and

Mayor Marc Morial and
Essence Communications, Inc.
(ECI) officers wife an award in

chief executive officer, ECI;, erment seminars and concerts
Susan Taylor, editor-in-chief,
featuring some of today’s
EQ and Qarence Smith, presi hottest entertainers in fee music

recognition of fee success of

dent, EQ.

“We need affirmative
action to compensate for

she fought for it tenaciously.

NAACP, Tampa Bay Sickle
Cell Disease Foundation,
Community Police Council,
United Way and Zoning Task

tress. The residents of these
communities are cut off from
fee larger community by many

.state of Florida. Additionally, I

areas throughout fee- entire
am grateful to Senator Har

result. Quality education, not

Advisory Council, Multi-Cul
tural Committee of Northwest

needed to access fee main

1998-1999 budget,” he contin

stream economy. In addition,
due to a profusion of social and
family burdens, including
poverty, cririie, substance

ued.

abuse, lack of affordable hous
ing, literacy and overcrowd

uiban centers in fee State. The

jails,” said Powell.
In addition to his challenge

sions,” said Powell. ‘To that I

--------

velop and revitalize inner city

opportunities

ciation of Equal Opportunity

ina tn wnrV ”

economic and physical dis

very worthwhile project
included in fee Legislature’s

Alabama, where she earned
fee Bachelor of Arts degree in
Psychology. She is a graduate

judged solely on fee bias of my
skills and how hard Twas will-

one of growth, not only in

lack of business and economic

applied to college admis

in fee Armed Forces-to be

Sorority, Inc. without any

’ Senator’ From Story Above

Board South County Commu
nity Council, Area IV Schools

Women Voteis, Florida Asso

. not allowed to exist,” said
Powell. “I had feat opportunity

.Dr. Carpenter said, “My
own vision for fee sorority is

feat requires busing. I want to
be a part of what changes will

Talladega College, Talladega,

competing on a level playing
field, in an arena where bias is

President of Zeta Phi Beta

access and make sure feat we

when

“I know fee success a per
son can have when he or she is

being elected International

ences directed against us,” said
Powell. ‘We still need to gain

American

exists for all Americans.

of workshops on finding prac
tical solutions to real problems.

Force, NCNW,
Informal
Committee, Juvenile Welfare

building up our children, or we
can just start building more

fee nation’s conscience” to
' make sure equal opportunity

helped her achieve a unique
distinction by unanimously

whether a tederal judge soon
will lift fee desegregation order

Elementaiy, Pinellas County
School Volunteer, League of

Powell also encouraged fee
NAACP to continue to “prick

ence, scheduled for Atlanta,
Geoigia, July 18-24, is leader

barriers. These barriers include

“Some say feat affirmative
action stigmatizes African

to focus on America’s youfe,

highly competitive politics of
African-American sororities,
this emphasis on service has

almost 300 years of prefer

race ratios, that’s fee bottom
line”
Jemison is a graduate of

teer themselves.
“We must get back to fee
business of raising up apd

featuring stimulating empow

“My concern now is

are part of fee pool of candi
dates for jobs, contracts and
other things.”

students

say ‘well, feat’s just too bad.’
No stigmatism feat African
American students feel today
can compare to fee injustices
feeir parents and grandparents
suftered. And if feey do feel
stigmatized, then feey just
need to buckle down and get
As and Bs and graduate at fee
top of feeir class. And if when •
they'graduate they still feel fee
same way, feey can get a good
enough job wife feeir magna
cum laude degree to pay for
whatever counseling feey may
need,” Powell joked.

of fee Florida State University

Professionals,

Mt.

Zion

African Methodist Episcopal
Church.

Anative of Ocala, Jemison
School of Social Work. Includ
has
one daughter and is fee
ed among her affiliations both
past and present are member legal guardian of three grand
ships: Community Alliance, children.

A Reminder!
You may listen to Pastor Ann Evans
of Restoration Ministries Each Sun
day at 7:00 AM on QLTTE Radio,
92,9 W ' ' \ -

“The Truth Will Set You Free.”

development

grett, and I appreciate his dili
gence in working to have this

During the

1999.-20Q0

year, fee Institute plans to
develop seven (7) regional

ing, fee Institute will seek to

Institute on Urban Policy and
Commerce aims to assist fee

devise ways to combat fee

urban communities on critical

problems and provide realistic
solutions. /

economic, social, and educa
tional problems affecting hard

“I am extremely gratified
feat my vision for a state-wide

to reach people in major areas
of fee state.

initiative dealing wife complex

“It is my observation feat

concerns and creative solu
tions for Florida’s urban cen

communities, such as St.

ters has come to fruition,”

acteristics feat hamper eco
nomic development of fee

Bradley said. “By securing fee
initial funding for fee Institute
on Urban Policy and Com
merce at Florida A&M Uni
versity, I feel feat we will be in
a great position to provide fee
necessary components to rede-

In addition, a major compo
nent of Zeta Phi Beta’s 78th
National Leadership Confer

to your community. In fee

industiy.

fee lack of employment skills,

your oiganization and service

ers fee “veiy serious national
problem” of teenage violence.

four-day cultural extravaganza

fee music festival.

Adelle’ From Story Above
■ When she
thought fee district was right,

Coca-Cola presents fee
Essence Music Festival is a

affairs, The Coca-Cola Com

Powell was strong in his
conviction that affirmative
action is still needed in fee

Admiring feeir treble cleft

fee truest manifestation of sis
terhood is service: service to

of Zeta’s major initiatives
focusing on what she consid

Petersburg, share certain char

area

. This will

enable us to have definitive
- guidelines in making decisions
to improve those communi
ties,” said Haigrett on fee Insti
tute.

ship and service, wife a series

opposition.

numbers, but in terms of fee
“It was an awesome feel-' creative and innovative work
ing and one of the great high for our chapters in public ser
lights of my life,” said Dr. Car vice, dealing directly wife peo
penter, who is a professor and
Director of fee Center for Ser

ple and fee problems that

vice Learning and fee Division
of Continuing Education at

Dr. Carpenter’s emphasis

Southern University in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, where she
received her Bachelor of Sci
ence degree in Vocational Edu
cation and General Science,
and her Masters in Secondary
Education and Administration.
She earned a Ph.D. in Adult

affect us all.”
on community service is also
reflected in her professional
and family life. At Southern
University, one of her major
innovations was making com
munity seryice a required three credit hour course where stuJents volunteer 60 hours

and Occupational Education

Iirectly aiding new responsi
bilities.
-

from Kansas State University.

This bright, eloquent, ener

“I never had a burning

getic and attractive Zeta Phi

desire to become president,”

Beta Sorority and community

Dr. Carpenter said, “but after

leader concluded fee interview

serving as First Vice President,

wife a smile and a comment

sorority sisters kept coming to
me because feey felt I could

reflecting her philosophy of
life. “ I believe eveiy day,

bring fee sorority some fresh
ideas feat would lead in a new

whatever you have to do, do

direction.”

you can to help as many peo
ple as you can. Enjoy life to fee

Under her administration,
The Saturday Academy for
Conflict Resolution and Anger
Management has become one

your veiy best, and as much as

fullest, At fee end of fee day,
close fee chapter on feat day
and look forward wife enthusi
asm to another day.”
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Florida Utility Service Alliance Is Here!
ST. PETERSBURG-Our
#1 Managing Executive, soonto-be Assoc. Marketing Direptor, Mr. Nate Williams and his
St. Petersbuig ‘TYT’. Group
held a conference and Fast
Training Seminar this past
weekend (July 17 & 18) at
Bethel Community Baptist
Church, 1045 16th Street
South.
USA’s Senior National
Marketing Director, Paul Yao
and top trainer, Mike Collier
was in attendance and were
great motivators. Eveiyone
agreed it was an exciting and
rewarding conference.
We will have more confer;
ences/fast training seminars in

L-R: Paul Yad, Mary Parker, Dawn Bryant Ella Hayes,-Nate Williams and
Michael Collier.
■>

the near future. Look out for
further information or call
(727) 821-0200. Pictured are
the‘TYJ” Team:

Black DP Associates College Scholarships
To Eight Pinellas
Holds After-Work
County Students
Reception
ST. PETERSBURG-lhe Corporation; Wendy Wonsley,
BlackData Processing Associ- Associate Engineer, Tech Data
ates, (BDPA), Greater Tampa Corporation and BDPA,
Bay Chapter in* conjunction
with Tech Data Coiporation
invites you to the their After
Work Reception on Thursday,
July 23,1998from 6:30 - 8:30
pm.

Greater Tampa Bay Chapter
President.
Moderator is
Simone Gans-Barefield Gans,
Gans, & Associates.
Recruiters will be available
throughout the evening. So,

Only One-Fourth Of
Seventh Graders
Have Shots

PINELLAS PARK-The ents were honored at the AssoContractOrs and Builders ciations July 14 General MemAssociation (CBA)-of Pinellas
County has presented eight
PineUas County high sdiool
graduating seniors with college scholarships totaling
$10,000.

bership meeting in Clearwater.
The following students
received scholarships in 1998:
Lindsey M. Crawford, Eastlake High School; Melissa E.
Hall, St. Petersbuig Catholic;

TAMPA-Only 20 to 25 of Health Certificate of Immu
percent of the more than nization, DOH Fonn 680, can
11,000 Hillsborough County be accepted as verification fpr
middle school students who. immunization compliance.

tices, the American Academy
of Pediatrics, and the Ameri
can Academy of Family
Physicians.

Aug. 13 have begun a series of

A new requirement for
kindergarten entry for the

Immunizations are avail
able through family physicians

immunizations required by

1998-99 school year is three
doses of hepatitis B vaccine.
Five doses of diphtheria, per

and are covered by most health
insurance plans. Free immu
nizations are available through

tussis and tetanus (DPT); four

the

will become seventh graders

The CBAScholaiship Pro- Robert A Jones, Jr., East Lake

The event will include a bring your resume,
panel discussion on “Why Not
High school and college

gram was established in 1994 High; Jill M. Knisely, East
and is available to Pinellas Lake High; Erica E. Mitchell •

It? Panelists will include: students, parents, profession-

County high school graduating Tarpon Springs High; Erica R.
seniors who are the children of Murphy, St. Petersburg High;

state law, Superintendent Earl
Lennard announced recently.
“I can’t stress enough how

CBA association members. Heather Poekert, Dunedin

important it is for parents to act

doses of polio; and two doses

The number of scholarships High and Matthew M. Wolf,

Health

now to ensure that their chil-

of measles, mumps and rubel

tion Technologies; Tsu Kong www.bdpatampa.org for more
Lue, Georgia Tech Freshman; information or call the local
Anne York, Computer Pro- BDPA Office at (813) 882-

and amounts vary each year. East Lake High.
Applicants must pursue a
For more information con-

/Iren have begun the immu
nization series if they are enter
ing seventh grade,” Lennard

Joseph’s Hospital, Tampa
General Hospital, and Univer

state requirements for kinder
garten entry.

grammer Consultant; John 5292.

2-4 year college of university.

Geoige K Williams, National als, entrepreneurs and all are
President of BDPA; Tim Ben- welcome to attend,
nett, Owner of Micro InformaVisit our chapter website at

degree or certification from a cerning the CBA Scholarship

5 Ways To Separate
Truth From Hype
field of nutrition, and the med
ical pick up on these quickly.
But sometimes we’re bom
barded with so much nutrition

(727)545-5536.

months later, this news is dis
credited as premature or just
oveiblown.”
“It’s hard to know whether
nutrition news is believable.
But there are a few guidelines
to help us distinguish between
legitimate news and hpye.”

tetanus-diphtheria

Ihey shun fad diets- and look

attending school is encour

for healthy, long-teim solu

aged, students may attend
school if they are in the

7424 or toll fiee at 1-800-932-

5. Weigh the

process of completing the
hepatitis B vaccine series and

Your Letters
To The
Editor Are
welcome

have a valid temporary med
ical exemption form on file at
the school.
Children with at least one
hepatitis B shot must be moni

importance of this food in your
concern about a food you eat
once a month than something

DESIGN!

tored to ensure they receive the
additional
immunizations.

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

diet. You probably have less

Only the Florida Department

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ESSENTIALS1’

developments,

when

first

reported,'are nothing but theo

WAVE

ffl

AncelA's Hair Safari

research is sponsored by a

"Celebrating Our 21st Anniversary"

Thanks to Jesus and YOU - OUR CUSTOMERS

GIZZARDS & HOT WINGS

3 PCS DARK

$2,18
10 PCS DAR

$4.99
99t

Big Red Hamburger
& 1 Smail Fry $2.69
Cheese

Extra

CrEATIVE-N-STYLS ,

FREE*
Devil Rays Titket plus Parking
for $30 Purchase or Over.
‘ first come, first served,
ed Quantities Per Game.

PCS MIXED

$6.99
2 Pc. Chicken (Dark)
& 1 Small Fry $1.99
2 Wings &
1 Small Onion Ring

$2.39
5 Pcs. Dark & 2 Rolls $3.59
10 Pcs. Dark & 4 Rolls $4.99
10 Pcs. Mixed & 4 Rolls $6.99

Center Stage Umsex SalON
A-Queen 'Beauty Salon
~ 327-5241

>323-4840

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

327-4074
vHelen's

“WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

Beauty Saeon

327*5102

& C HAtR Design

447-3090

1 Big Red Hamburger
1 Small Hot Fry & 1 16 oz. Soda
$2.79 Cheese 25<£ Extra

321-4840

Yogi's Hair Studio

sions are drawn from a single

2. Be skeptical, too, if

Artisuc Hair Fashion

321-6802

ries. Be skeptical if conclu
study with a small sample of

community locations.

mittee on Immunization Prac

LUNCH SPECIAL

328-1900

test subjects.

soon to be scheduled at various

Cheese 25tf Extra

BY DESlOlMT

‘ CarLa's Ha!R Affair

1. Remember that some

also make free immunizations
available through health fairs

Little Red Hamburger

Professional Hair Cake Products

Doris offers several of these
guidelines.

sity Community Hospital will

hepatitis B vaccine.

tions, with guidelines from

relative 8677.

St.

vaccine

While completing the
three-shot hepatitis B vaccine
series before entering and

to your situation.

Department.

dose of measles vaccine, a

Popular magazines that favor weight sensibly, TOPS mem
lurid headlines and attention- bers seek a wide variety of
grabbing hype on other topics foods in the proper halance.

their personal physicians. To

These state requirements
are based on recommenda
tions by the Advisoiy Com

County

enth grade entry is'the same as
last year, and includes a second

booster, and three doses of

‘bad’ for you,” said Doris headlines; read the whole leam more about TOPS or to
Schafer, a representative of story. The “danger” being locate a chapter in your area,
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sen reported might not even apply call Doris Schafer at 727-581one links diseases to certain
food
substances.
Often,

not be allowed to start school.”
The requirement for sev

group that stands to profit from that appears on your table
the conclusions of a study.
daily.
In their quest to lose
3. Consider the medium.

news it’s hard to know what to probably don't’ scrutinize their
nutrition coverage veiy care
believe.
“One week comes the fully.
announcement that this food is
4. Don’t just skim the

sibly). “The next week some

'said. “Without proof that they
have done so, their child can

The students and their par- contact Rodney Fischer at

KLochow, CIO Tech Data

LARGO-New discover
ies are made all the time in the

Program and 1998 awards,

la (MMR) vaccine are also

Hillsborough

1

, $O8&rt's Hair Saion
866
A"

'• Emeraid Cty,
447-4548

-V

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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THE BLACK PRESS believes thatAmerica can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

MEMBER
Southeast Blai
Publishers
Association
Inc.
“If

NNPA FEATURE

Child
Watch
BY

Marian Wright
. Edelman

The State Of Black Business
by Harry C, Alford________
According to the 1992

of the community and bene
fit other groups' net worth.

census data, thfere are over
640,000 black-owned busi
nesses producing over $32
billion dollars in annual

We are, in effect, consumer
slaves.
Consumer slaves in
deed! Our net worth at the

sales. This represents about
1% of the total output. The

end of slavery in 1865 was
approximately 1.2% of the

growth rate of 46% (1992 vs
1987) is the slowest

total. Today, one hundred
and thirty-eight years later,
our net worth is approxi

tiative to incubate black
capitalism. Congresswoman
Shirley Chisholm immedi
ately stood up and ex
claimed, "I don't care about

next day they gave notice
that his franchise agreement

Congresswoman

However, very few fire de
partments and agencies will

third millenium we, through
the National Black Chamber

Cardiss Collins who said,
"You are all a bunch of

buy it even though it is less
expensive than the competi

new entrepreneurs. We are
going to do job training pro

amongst all ethnic groups.
1997 was the biggest* mately 1.5% of the total.
economic growth period in Take away our home equity,
the history of this nation. and it will not equate to .5%.

Republicans anyway!" The
meeting was disrupted and
the initiative never formed.

tion. In the words of a
Southern California pro

of Commerce, can make a
change and begin moving
forward. It is going to take

curement agent, "I would
rather see women and chil

the building of an economic
infrastructure in every com
munity we inhabit. There

the National Carpenters
Union. The US Chamber of
Commerce and the NBCC

However, according to
Black Enterprise Magazine,

Yes, we are spinning our
wheels, and much of this

Association

Black

dren bum than to buy prod
ucts from a black company."

must be thousands of dry
cleaners, gas stations, con

will be joining forces to pro

Manufacturers folded.

the BE 100 companies suf
fered a 9% loss in sales dur

comes from a midunder
standing of Capitalism-the

Today, the field is still
in disarray and is certainly

The sad part-he is!
What about ourselves?

ing the same year.
The Selig Center for

economic system this nation
was founded on and thrives

A self-hatred that keeps us
from supporting our own

Business, University of
Georgia, states that black
citizens have, after tax, con

on.

not level. Mack Davis,
Detroit entrepreneur, tells
me that his 'Pineway' furni

venience stores, restaurants,
etc. At the same time, we
must begin to establish suc

sumable dollars of over
$500 billion annually. This
is 7.6% of the total. In other
words, if we had our fair
share (14%) it would total
over a trillion dollars. But it
does not really matter when
over 98% of our dollars are

A fine example of this

came

Subsequently, the National
of

ture polish is so good that
once he got it on the shelves

businesses. An ignorance
that forbids us from under

circulating in our communi
ty. A jealousy taught during

to business growth. Busi
ness ownership is tied to our

trepreneur,

his

slavery that still exists to

net worth.

business owners and the
Congressional Black Cau

franchiser, Car Quest, that
he landed a big contract
with Westinghouse and
sales are going to suddenly

day. An example is the fact

Race, and racism, is a

that the publishers of Ebony
Magazine refused to men

fact of life. We must move
on, march through it and

tion the name of the great

succeed despite the opposi

and consistently increase.

Reginald Lewis, owner of

tion. Consider racism as

Car Quest response: The

Beatrice International, in

'rain', and when it appeairs

would go immediately out

fund that would start an ini-

has just published an excellent report entitled Safe Schools,
Safe Students: A Guide to Violence Prevention Strategies.

Joining The Union

across the country, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in Atlanta, the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, the Department of Education's
Safe and Drug Free Schools Program and others, Drug
Strategies looked at 84 violence prevention programs and
gave them grades of A, B, C or D. Unfortunately, only ten
programs were given an A; 49 received grades of C or D.
Obviously, there is work tq be done.
Our schools must play a significant role in preventing
the shocking violence that has grabbed national attention in
recent months in. Springfield, Oregon; Jonesboro, Arkansas;
Edinboro, Pennsylvania; Paducah, Kentucky; and Pearl,
Mississippi.
They must also be a part of the effort to find remedies
for the outbreaks in our schools, streets and homes that fill

by Thomas C, Fleming

hostile

In the early 1900s, trav
el for the general publicthat is, the white publicwas an ever-expanding
business, with more ser
vices on the rail lines, the
coastwise passenger ships
and even passenger-carry

towards

blacks

entering the job market as
employers were.
The steward on the
train, who ordered all of the

movement was a necessity

waiters on the dining cars.

for all workers.

had solved the problem by
declaring the black railway
employees as an auxiliary

We generally started
work at 5:30 a.m. and

He
blasted
them,
because they received.the

of the bartenders. We paid
dues and engaged in limited

paid us overtime, but not
time and a half. We were, on

bargaining with the compa
ny, but we had none of the
voting rights;
The pay went from
$150 a month for chefs to

our feet all day. If there
ing room, the waiters could
sit down at the tables, but
we had to stay back in the

pendent like he was, and
had to perform in a more
servile manner.
One day Fred took me
to the union office, which

$60 a month for a dish

kitchen, because we were

was

whom viewed them as out

washer or fourth cook.

dressed in cooks' clothes.

Oakland, on the same block

right racist.

Waiters

earned

Despite the gains made

as the Sleeping Car Porters.

Fred Turner, the chef on
the first dining car where I
worked, was a rabid union

less than $80 a month.

through unionization, many
of the black workers did not
join, because applicants did
not need to be union mem

I joined the union then, and
remained a paying member
as long as I worked on the
railway. I was violently

bers in order to get a job.
Fred Turner hated those

opposed to any form of
racism, and I quickly saw

non-union people, and did

that it was to my advantage
to join.

author the state's first law
prohibiting racial discrimi

The Cooks and Waiters
Union was not a national

nation in housing, known as

probably

Before the cooks and wait
ers unionized, there was no.
hourly wage scale; they
worked 12 or 14 hours a

Pacific as a trade union. It
was organized by blacks.

eight-hour day and over
time pay for those extra

early years of this century

hours, plus a nice retire
ment pension. This served
to prove to those segregated
workers that the trade union

day.

sion and bullying;
• skills training based on sound theories;
• a plan that includes families, peers, the media and the

was never friendly about

But no union meant very
much unless it got a charter

having blacks members.
Most trade unions were as

from the American Federa
tion of Labor, which had a

community;
• changes in buildings and school staff that promotes a
positive school climate;
• at least ten to twenty sessions during the first year and

Brotherhood

five to ten sessions in the next two years;
• teaching that includes discussions and role playing

by Junious Ricardo Stanton
"I believe in the brother

ous hemispheric functioning

hood of all men, but I don't
believe in wasting brother

our brains. Favoring either
the left or the right hemi

more common at certain ages;
• material that is appropriate to the racial and ethnic

hood on anyone who doesn't
want to practice it with me.

sphere creates imbalance.
In the West, left hemi

characteristic's of students; and
• teacher training to ensure that programs are, properly

Brotherhood is a two-way
street. I don't think brother

spheric cogitation is the pre
dominant mode. This pro

together by an invisible
force that permeates all cre

hood should be practiced

duces what I call 'mental
myopia'. Strictly left hemi

ation. Respecting this force

acceptable, and we must teach that to our children.
We must also teach them to control anger, to be able, to
imagine someone else's pain, to solve problems peacefully

with a man just because his
skin is white. Brotherhood
should hinge upon the deeds

is the most effective use of

spheric

functioning

pro

duces a distorted view of the

and attitudes of a man."Malcolm X

world, the perception of

All living things, even
single-celled animals, con

This thinking produces the

separation and individuality.
idea one is isolated and all

SAVE
WATER

view, we understand the
universe is an interdepen

and agitated to recognize the

dent

processes, keep them from

truth. Looking at the situa-

whole. We are all one.

anced perspective. We intu
itively understand that

Pacific and the Santa Fe

tion from a holistic point of

and

everything we see is held

or power means respecting

“I never dreamed
it woidd be
so complicated.

all creation and attempting
to live in harmony with it.

As an experienced businessman, I never

That is why so-called primi
tive people gave thanks to

But with all the medical, insurance and legal

the great spirit when they
killed an animal for food or

ness of being alive. In that

turn creates a 'me against, the

student violence. Some suggestions are decreasing class

regard all creatures are of

world' mentality.

war when an enemy was
killed, often the heart was

‘ size; re-teaching and re-testing for failing students; involv

the same essence, but not

The bunker mentality

removed so the victor could

ing parents and the community in school activities and deci

the same form or level of

creates an environment of

gain the spiritual essence of

sions; providing opportunities for students to help in devel

consciousness.

distruct, anxieties and pho

the vanquished, especially if

bias. Phobias such as being
afraid of people who look

opponent.

and behave differently than
you (Xenophobia), a fear of

Understanding we are
all bound by this animating

he was a worthy and valiant

dress codes; prohibiting beepers, headphones and cell
phones; making changes in school buildings including

whole. Focusing strictly on

increasing light, closing off stairways that are hard to super
vise and removing locker doors; posting teachers and staff

the external, we perceive
separation rather than unity,

annihilation, the fear of

life force makes us all broth

never having enough, an

ers and sisters, children of

in hallways to supervise; and installing metal detectors and
surveillance cameras if necessary, among other strategies.

dissimilarity

than

inability to share or bond

the most high. For the last

wholeness. We have the

with anyone or anything and

four thousand years, howev

Before school starts again in the fall, you might want to

power to use either our
whole brain or favor either

a constant uneasiness and
inner tension all stem from

er, many have been unaware
of their true essence, and

the left or right hemisphere

this.

failed to discern the unity in

to make our way in life.
Whole brain or simultang-

from a whole brain mode we

But looking at the world

the

too mentally unbalanced

force within that animal. In

taking our children's lives.

join

which are an outgrowth of
their unbalanced cognitive

sense of alienation. This in

clip this column and send it to your local school board. Let s
all work together to put a stop to the deadly violence that is

not

the Rumford Act.

organization like the, por
ters'. Perhaps some crew

the universe from a bal

and consciousness or aware

rather

did

in

forming an affinity with
their environment. They are

sustenance. They paid hom
age to the animating life

have failed to intuit that the
universe is an ordered

who

Street

ly self-centered mode. Their
fears and inner tension,

alone, which engenders fear,

from leaving school during the day; requiring uniforms or

his dislike was targeted
against the Pullman porters

7th

can blen both intuitive and
linear thinking to perceive

anxiety and a deep seated

oping a violence prevention program; prohibiting students

not hesitate to let them
know of this scorn. Most of

on

members from the Western

life force that provides life

However, most of us

were still people in the din

Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters, and against

tain a spark of the animating

and to resist media sensationalism.
The report also makes recommendations for stopping

was: executive director of
the Cooks and Waiters
Union for the San Francisco

black workers, many of

mail.
Organized labor in the

Our society must begin to understand that violence is not

Southern Pacific.
William
McFarlane

buses were just entering the

ents that should be included in any violence prevention pro

it bothered others, to drive drunk and to ignore seatbelts.

joined, but it was made up
of largely employees of the

long-distance haul market
when I went to work as a
fourth
cook
for
the
Southern Pacific Railroad
in 1927. You didn't have
freeways then; most of the

which had just gained rec
The union got black
ognition from the Southern ■ workers a contract for an

ble. Look how public opinion has changed in other areas.
Once people thought it was okay to smoke at work even if

We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

ing river steamboats.
Almost all travel was
done by rail or water. The

planes, and very few air
planes were*even carrying

changing norms". While this is difficult, it is not impossi

FER!

Bay Area. He had a staff of
one, Mattie Thomas, who
did all of the clerical work
in the tiny office.
For the Los Angeles
area, the union's director
was Clarence Johnson, He
was the uncle of Byron
Rumford, who in 1949
would become the first
black elected to the state
legislature in Northern
California. In 1963, Assem
blyman Rumford would

highways were two lanes.
There were no passenger

taught. Preventing violence, Drug Strategies warns, "requires

bulk of their pay in the form
of tips from the people they
served. In Turner's opinion,
such persons were not inde

worked until 9 p.m. They

WHO DO NOT MASTER
CAPITALISM WILL SUF

supplies and was the fore
man of the whole crew on
the dining car, was always a
white man. The rest of the
dining crew were almost
always black men. Unions
were not popular among

our local news with horror and our hearts with dread. The
program elements Drug Strategies developed should be
examined by every school district, as should their recom
mendations. First, let's look at the most important ingredi

that allow students to practice social skills;
• recognizing that certain kinds of violent behavior is

ON CAPITALISM. THOSE

lily-white policy.
The Bartenders Union

man. He was one of the
founders of the Dining Car
Cooks and Waiters Union,,

gram:
• activities to change opinions about violence, aggres

overdue!
AMERICA IS BASED

tinued 'Pineway'. Isian
Odum, South Carolina en

Drug Strategies, a Washington, DC-based research
institute on whose board of directors I am proud to serve,

SBA is going to open more
doors to capital access and
micro lending like never
before. We have current pro
refineries and fructose man
ufacturing facilities. A new
day is dawning, and it is

Association
of
Black
Manufacturers called a
meeting between 300 black

cus. Each business owner

mote workforce develop
ment. Our Memorandum of
Understanding with the

jects with black-owned oil

Honorable
Parren
J.
Mitchell and the National

informed

grams in collaboration with

circulate and, in effect, mul
tiply their worth within our
communities. Jobs are tied

outselling 'Pinesol'. KMart's
reaction: It suddenly discon

of KMart stores it began

The National Black
Chamber of Commerce is
launching its Collegiate
Chapter program to develop

cessful
supermarkets,
banks, utility companies,
etc. The infrastructure will
ensure that our dollars will

standing the key to econom
ic sufficiency is a structured
economic infrastructure that
keeps our precious dollars

ignorance happened nearly
twenty years ago. The

was required to bring
$1,000 to contribute to a

Working with violence prevention experts from universities

demonstrations, etc. By all
means, continue to march!

sant in the world-Pyrocap.

black business, all I'm con
cerned with is jobs." Then

Safe Schools
prevention programs designed to help schools choose the
best ways to meet the safety needs of their students.

use the 'umbrella' of litiga
tion, exposure, elections,

recognition because he was
considered 'too successful'.
As we approach the

ties. We could have over
$100 trillion, and it still

The report is a first-of-its-kind guide to school violence

their magazine until after his
death. The greatest black
entrepreneur was not given

would be cancelled. Dr. Ted
Adams has a patent on the
most effective fire suppres

spent out of our communi

I'd like to share with you some of their findings.

3

all things.
They function in a total-

thought I’d need a lawyer after my accident.
complexities, I found I really needed a
personal injur' lawyer’s expertise!”

As experienced personal injury
attorneys, we can
best see that you
are properly com
pensated after an
accident. We do
not charge for
our legal services
unless your case
is settled
or won.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
.

Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952

interconnected

4
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Share .Life '98 New Port Ricliey
For Kids Sake Librarian Named
ic tissue type match for a
patient in need. This genetic
tissue typing (HLA) is deter
mined through a simple blood
test Since marrow is geneti
cally inherited, a person’s
racial or ethnic background
deteimines fee makeup of their
blood and tissue type. Conse
quently, a patient’s best chance
of finding a compatible donor
is within feeir own ethnic or
racial background. That is why
there is a greater need for more
healthy African Americans,
Hispanics, Native Americans
and Asian/Pacific Islanders to
join fee NMDP registiy imme
diately.
Generally,
andy
Delmar

Barber

healthy peison between fee

ST. PETERSBURG - National Marrow Donor Reg
Florida Blood Services has istiy, donate blood, or do both
teamed up with the Leukemia during this special drive.
Society ofAmerica, Children’s
This marrow donor reg
Cancer Center and Lowry istry and blood drive will pro
Park Zoo to host the “Share vide free HLA Typing for all
Life ‘98 For Kids Sake” Blood Marrow Donor Registry
and Marrow Donor Registry' entrants, and a free cholesterol
Drive on Saturday, August 1, screening for all blood donors.
1998. Florida Blood services Those who do one or fee other
bloodmobiles will be located will receive a T-shirt and a free
outside the main entrance of adult admission ticket to
Lowry Park Zoo, from 9 a.m. Lowry Park Zoo, plus entiy in
until 3 p.m.
to a drawing for round-trip
This special event is the
kick-off for a month-long
series of programs being held
during August, in Tampa Bay,

tickets for two, compliments of
United Airlines!
The Lowry Park Zoologi
cal Garden is located off of
Sligh Avenue, at 7530 North
Boulevard, in Tampa about

ages of 18 and 60 can join fee
NMDP registiy. The fiist step
is a simple blood test; then you
wait to be notified if you are a

Blood Services Marrow
Donor Program,
1-80068BLOOD.
Florida Blood Services is a
not-for-profit
healthcare
provider of fee blood and’
blood component needs, as
well as related services, for
patients throughout fee Tampa
Bay area and its surrounding
counties. Over 265,000 blood,
plasma, and apheresis dona
tions are needed from volun

one mile east of Exit 31, off I275. Parking is free.

regard to minority candidates.
In addition, this vital drive will

teers annually. In addition,
over 20,000 National Marrow
Donor registrants have been

The National Marrow
Donor Program (NMDP)

focus on fee need for blood

enrolled in this area since
1993. Still, the list of patients

operates a registiy of potential
marrow donors who have
pledged to donate a small

various cancers. Participants
may choose to enter fee

community and feeir trailblazing efforts to provide technolo
gy to library patrons. Winners
will be recognized in then-

in New Port Richey, fee Flori delighted at fee quality and
da state winner of fee first dedication of all fee applicants
annual MCI Cybrarian of fee I reviewed as a judge,” says
Year award. Allen is one of 51 Esther Dyson, author of

local communities and will
each receive a $1,000 donation

winners in fee national award Release 2.0: ADesign for liv
program, which honors librari ing in fee Digital Age and
ans’ efforts as Internet innova member of fee MCI Cybrarian
tors in sharing fee wonders of of fee Year National Judging
fee World Wide Web with their Panel. “Librarians serve a vital

awaiting marrow transplants
as feeir last hope for survival
continues to grow.

amount of feeir bone marrow
if feey are found to be a genet

toward library educational
materials and one year of dial
up access to fee Internet,
As part of MQ’s ongoing
commitment
to
public
libraries, the company is spon

soring an on-line survey for
role in information technology. librarians and patrons, which
communities.
All
of fee applicants combined will measure attitudes on fee
Allen, whose contributions
include gaining funds for com technical skills wife a real future of Internet technology
puters and creating a commu appreciation for fee value of and fee role of the public
nity database, was singled out information in enriching peo libraiy in fee cyber revolution.
for her enthusiasm, her breadth
of knowledge and her dedica
tion to fee community she
serves. As fee Florida MCI
Cybrarian of fee Year winner,
Allen will receive $1,000

match. For additional informa
tion, please call fee Florida

to create awareness about the
need for additional donors to
increase the National Marrow
Donor Registiy, especially in

donations to help sustain fee
lives of those who are fighting

WASHINGTON-July 12, donation for library education
1998, MCI named Linda al materials, and one year of
Allen, a librarian with the dial-up Internet access.
Pasco County Libraiy System
“I was amazed" and

Survey respondents will be
ple’s daily lives.”
Librarians in each state asked to forecast fee library of
were given fee title MCI fee future-fee prominence of
Cybrarian of fee Year based on electronic resources versus tra
feeir commitment to using ditional books and how librari
technology to better serve feeir ans’ roles haye changed.

Local Resident Receives
Air Force Honor ——
KFJJYAFB-Army Spec.
John P. Rivera has been deco
rated wife fee Army Achieve
ment Medal.
The medal is awarded to
soldiers who have served in
any capacity in a non-combat
area authorized by fee Secre
taiy ofthe Army. The recipi
ents have distinguished them
selves by meritorious service
or achievement and accom
plished that act wife distinc
tion.
Rivera is a medical spe
cialist wife' the 1st Battalion,

327th Infantry Division at Fort
Campbell, Oak Grove, Tenn.
He* is fee son of Nina G.
and Bill Monrose of St. Peters
buig, FL. The specialist is a
1991 graduate of Lakewood
High School, St. Petersbuig,
FL.

National Guard
Graduates
Army National Guard Pvt.
Clarence Everett Jr. has gradu
ated from basic militaiy train
ing at Forf Jackson, Columbia,
S.C.
During fee training, the

Marriott/CUCA Partnership Promises
Employment/Business Opportunities For St.Pete

soldier received instruction in
drill and ceremonies, weapons,
map reading, tactics, military
courtesy, militaiy justice, first
aid, and Army histoiy and tra
ditions.
Everett is fee son of
Clarence Everett Sr. of St

, We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

ty of Tampa and Eckerd Col

United for Community Action
(CUCA) which promises

businesses in fee community

lege.

as well as host a Job Fair feat
would offer immediate posi

Painting.
Some in fee audience did

Efforts are also being coor
dinated wife and supported by

Lead Oiganizer, CUCA, and
Gordon Mayer, National Peo

tions to more than 75 individu

not think this would really

Mayor David Fischer, Major

ple’s Action.

als.

make a significant impact,

Luke Williams, St. Pete. Police
Department; Rev. Manuel
Sykes, Bethel Community
Baptist Church; Rev. Curtiss
Methodist; Dave Sampson,

individuals, city officials and

within 30 days from the

forward to, if taken advantage

church communities alike lis-,

announcement, but in all fair

of. Every concerted effort is

tened attentively to plans that
were finally about to be imple

ness to Marriott and others

important and indicative of fee

involved - realistically, we’re
looking at 45-60 days. The job

genuine concerns and contri
butions being made toward

fair will offer assistance in
preparing potential employees

positive change in fee city of
St. Petersbuig. Things may

of the first community-corpo
rate jobs partnerships in fee

for work, applications for

appear to be off to a slow start,
but it’s not necessarily so

countiy and is expected to pro

on site for both full and parttime positions in entry level

starts and how fest or slow fee

and will serve as an inspira

and

start, but how feey finish that

tional model for other major

mented after long periods of
' discussions and bargaining.
This agreement will be one

mote city proposals for
increased economic develop

employment will be accepted

middle

management,

workshops and orientations.

important as to where one

community relations and help

This may be just the

proves to be more rewarding
in the end. Marriott and

develop leadership skills, unit

beginning of something feat

CUCA are carefully, but

ing minorities both in the

has taken a long time, but is

workplace and in fee coiporate

certainly welcomed by minor

aggressively making sure that
fee partnership is not just tem

world.

ity vendors who have already

poral - but lasting.

ment, as well as strengthen

^Caiaract &
Laser Institute
“Excellence... with love”

Now Open in St. Petersburg For Your Convenience
Plaza 300 N., 3160 5th Ave., Suite 135

Marriott’s Director of Diversi
ty, Jaci Feldman, Director of
National Training and Infor
mation Center (NTIC) and
others.
By feeir actions and all that
has gone into fee making of
fee Marriott/CUCA Partner
ship, it will definitely secure
jobs for some families’ future

and administered by Harvard
University’s John F. Kennedy

repairs to bring them up to

School of Government in part
nership wife the Council for

code. The N-Team uses volun

Excellence in Government.

teers from fee community and
local correctional facilities to
bring residents who are physi

tions was preceded by service

cally or financially unable to
bring feeir homes up to code.

The Innovations presenta
awards to city employees pre
sented by Mayor David Fisch
er and fee employees’ directors

through fee N-Team projects to
work in construction jobs, and
one has opened his own paint
shop and employs former NTeam volunteers.

dedicated service. Thirty year

Bordner, Public Utilities; and,
David Williams, Tommie W.
Lee, Raymond E. Dunz (“Mr.
Sparkle”), Nathaniel O. Baker,
Howard Scott, Robert L. New-

Meyer, Jr., of the city’s Utility
Accounts division was present

ages services at USF, Universi

Free

that time, 900 homeowners
have received help in painting
feeir homes and making other

cations, 97 semifinalists were

tors include: Betty J. Dyles
Realty, Sunny Sky & Sons,
Chaslo Printing, True Coat

Faith

Specialist Bob Gilder. Since

public service awards pro
grams in fee U.S. It is spon
sored by fee Ford Foundation

vices, library.

Marriott to providing eight
minority contracts to several

New

The N-Team was started in
1994 by Community Relations

R. McFadyen, Leisure Ser

collaborative
partnership
efforts wife Congregation

Long,

Government is recognized as
one of fee most prestigious

employees donating feeir time.
From a field of 1,420 appli

The grand pri^e has been
increased feis year to
$1,000.00 and everyone is

gives many of us a lot to look

ernment Awards program. Ihe
certificate was presented.

from fee private sector and city

CA-You

prestigious poetry societies.

agreed to have taken place

receive $20,000 awards.
Innovations in American

Traffic Engineering; and Mick

BERKELEY,

lenge and making a difference.
Abdul Karim Ali and
Abdul Aziz conducted fee pre
sentations. Virginia Scott is

Moore’s Chapel A.M.E.
Church where many interested

< Innovations in American Gov

sponsored by fee Berkeley
Bards, one of America’s most

Contest

tality industry who also man

nity. Nonefefcless, it certainly
makes a bold statement which

will receive $100,000,grants,
and those cities that make the
second semi-finalist list will

community volunteers, up to
100 oiganizations, donations

Poetry

Some of fee minority contrac

hosting the Job Fair at Eckerd
College. It was originally

marked fee city’s selection as
one of criy seven semi-final
ists in Florida for the 1998

will be announced. Winners

" In addition to fee more than
400 volunteers from correc
tional centers and 200 youfe
required to perform communi
ty seivice hours, fee N-Team
has received support from 750

and distribution committed fee

lout of 2
teensin
America
has taken
drugs,
lout of2
parents
doesn’t
seeit.

After a final round of presenta
tions in October, 10 winners

on Wednesday, July 17, when
he presented a certificate to
Administrator Mike Dove feat

some, and Johnny L. Watts,
Sanitation.
Twenty-five years service
a-wards went to: Edward C.
Holland, Lambert E. Villiaume
III, Thomas A. Gavinj Dallas
R. Holtman, David E. Sanders,

involved, accepting fee chal

still in fee planning stage for

Administrator Darrel Stephens

Moore, Police; Raymond E.

corporations

came publicly at a churchfilled gathering held at

fee process. In early Septem
ber, 25 finalists will be named.

awards went to: Glen H.

Marriott is one of fee
laigest institutions in fee hospi

compared to fee overall eco
nomic picture of fee commu

Neighborhood
Partnership
Team was honored by City

code. Some of fee volunteers
have used feeir skills learned

been contracted to provide a
variety of services to Marriott.

Marriott and CUCA are

one of fee 100 semifinalists in

to bring feeir houses up to

High

Robert Baily, Southeast

The formal announcement

ST. PETERSBURG-The

uate of Lakewood
School.

Regional Director of contracts

employment and business
opportunities for fee St. Peters
buig community.

N-Team Paint
Program Considered
For Awards

for feeir 25 and 30 years of

ST. PETERSBURG-Sev-

become

TOGETHER

Petersbuig. He is a 1996 grad

eral weeks ago, Marriott
International announced fee

to

by
Bob Gilder

The program also assists fee
elderly and disabled who need

may enter a free poetiy contest

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed

ST. PETERSBURG

invited to enter.
The guidelines are simple.
Your poem must be 21 lines or
less and may be written on any
subject, using any style. To

named nationwide. St. Peters
buig’s program was one of 23

Police; Richard D. Eichles,

In addition, Donald D.

city and town programs nation-

ed wife a $1,000 cash bonus
award for his efforts to stream

wide. Although St. Peteisbuig

ifee meter routes and save fee

did not make the final cut, it city $25,000 a year,
was noteworthy to be named

enter send one poem only:
Free Poetry Contest, 1678
Shattuck Avenue, Suite 101,
Berkeley California 94709. Or
enter on line at 222.freecontestcom.
Says noted Poetiy Director
Dr. Ralph Kasper, ‘Ta has a
great reputation for producing
fine poets and we think contest
will yield exciting results. As
an incentive to beginning poets
we reserve fee right to publish
fee winning poems!”
Deadline for entering is
August 12,1998. Winners will
be announced by fee last week
in October

The Banyan Tree of India spreads by growing
trunklike roots from its branches. In time, a banyan
may cover acres of ground.

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of
‘Tlje llU'eklu
Challenger
• Business Ads
• Birthday Pictures
• Special Section Ads
• Church Ads

Specializing In:
No-Stitch Cataract Surgery

YAG Laser Treatment

Intraocular Lens Implantation

Diseases of the Vitreous & Retina

Refractive Surgery

Diabetic Retinopathy

Management of Glaucoma

Macular Degeneration

Advertise In The
Paper That's

Eyelid Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery

Call Us Today For Your Appointment

1-800-282-9905

www.stlukes-eye.com
Main Office: 43309 U.S. Hwy. 19 N. Tarpon Springs, FL 34689

Challenging Your
Competition
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Philip Morris Companies Extend
The " Bridge To Education"

Secretary Of Labor
Holds Discussion
With Youth And
100 Black Men Of
America

mud

der a fabulous art exhibit on
display in the center lobby fea-;
turing a collection of Judaic art
from Syd Entel Gallery.
Make sure to bring your
bathing suits and tennis rack
ets, play basketball, and enjoy

TVrc&l tX&XA

ginia Street enjoy “Judaics
Fair-98, featuring the best of

Labor, Alexis M. Herman
held a roundtable discussion
with teenagers participating in

Herman.
Other officials present at

Pinellas County Jewry. Enjoy
the opportunity to visit all the

the discussion were Hon.
William Campbell, Mayor of
the City of Atlanta, Mr.

Synagogues in the county
under one roof! Investigate the

Employment & Training pro
gram and llie Fulton County
Shadow Program. The discus
sion took place Tuesday, July
21, 1998 at 2:30 p.m. at 100
Black Men of America, Inc.
Headquarters in Atlanta, GA.

Thomas W. Dortch, National
President of 100 Black Men of
America, lnc, Hon. Andrew
Young, Former U.S. Ambas
sador and students/parents
from the program mentioned
above.

Hear Ye, Hear Ye,

and stay afterward to listen to
live musical entertainment
with Mike and his band. Pon

Secretary of Labor, Alexis M.

program, the Private Industry
Council (PIC) Summer Youth

Friends of
CMtHgnfc

On August 23,1998 from
12-3 at the Golda Meir/Kent
Jewish Center on 1955 Vir

ATLANTA-Secretary of

the 100 Black Men mentoring

L-R: Henry Fernandez, Alan Berkey, Karen Brosius and Edna Moore

" Judaics
l air-'98 "

variety of pre-schools, youth
groups, social services, and
religious oiganizations avail
able. Feast on kosher food.
Enjoy and participate in the
live broadcast of “Sunday
Simcha” with Mike Eisenstadt
of WMNF-FM radio fame,

our new playground, with
complementary use of our
facility all day. Pack your bags
and head over to a great day of
cultural excitement at the
Golda Meir/Kent Jewish Cen
ter.

Friends of

Xj|i9jrU9t | H

>s

innovative

Tfavfc

and Etbdsttoe Harris as
Calvin

Harris

with

tion project will be identified
by M-DCC’s Department of

the importance of summer stu
dent employment initiatives.

Institutional Research. Thirty
students will be accepted for
the first year, and 30 for the

Participating students were
present to share their perspec

Dade Community College’s

With the support of the
$48,500 grant from Philip

Kendall Campus through a

Morris Companies, M-DCC

national initiative sponsored

will provide two year-long

following year. The college
will also help facilitate the

by the Philip Morris Compa
nies. M-DCC is one of only 30

series of workshops, seminars,

transfer of graduates of the

classes, and tutoring for 60
minority students who have

to Rorida International Uni

program to help minorities
enter the teaching profession
has been established at Miami-

colleges nationwide selected to
participate. Each college will
offer a unique program appro
priate to the needs of-the stu
dents in their state.
“For example, currently in
Miami-Dade County Public
Schools, less than 50 percent
of all teachers are minorities,

already taken, and failed the
CLAST.

versity’s School of Education

The college will also help
facilitate the transfer of gradu

agreement.

ates of the Bridge to Education
program to Florida Interna
tional University’s School, of

and that is incongment with
the diversity of our students

Education through a special
articulation agreement.
“We hope to increase the

and community. One of the
reasons for this is that minority

numbers of minority students
who pass the CLAST, and, in

students fail the College Level

which

the future, to increase the num
ber of minority teachers in
Miami-Dade County overall,”
Berkey said.

excludes them from pursuing
teaching careers,” said Alan S.

Students chosen to partic
ipate in the Bridge to Educa

Academic
Skills
Test
(CLAST) at a higher rate than
non-minorities,

Bridge to Education program

through a special articulation
“We hope to increase the
numbers of minority students
who pass the CLAST, and in
the future, to increase the num
ber of minority teachers in
Miami-Dade County overall.”
Berkey said.
Students chosen to partic
ipate in the Bridge to Educa
tion project will be identified
by M-DCC’s Department of
Institutional Research. Thirty
students will be accepted for
the first year, and 30 for the
following year. The program
requires more than 60 hours of
student participation.

tive on various summer pro
grams and initiatives.
For years, there has been a
bipartisan commitment to
helping young people build
bridges to the world of work.
This vital investment ensures
that even our nation’s most dis
advantaged youth have the
skills they need to succeed and businesses have the work
ers they need to compete and
win. But now, actions of the

Big Tim’s Bar B Q, 53034th Street South, St.
Petefeur^FL
pre* person- RSVP*
W0Q31. '''''''
'

To get a better
idea of what kind
of person wins the
Florida Lotto jackpot,
look in the minor.

House Subcommittee threat
ens to dismantle this common
sense investment by cutting
$1.5 billion from President

Over the past nine years, more than 450 people just like
you have become Florida Lotto jackpot winners. For your
chance at winning, get your Florida Lotto ticket today

Clinton’s request for youth
programs.
“As America enters the
21st century, we must help
young people bridge the skills
gap, climb the economic lad
der, and succeed in lhe global
economy. This bill takes us in
the wrong direction,” stated

Shangri-La Lounge

LOTTO
Who’s next?

and

Package Store

4807 - 22nd Avenue South • 321-5867
12 Oz.
Bud 6 Pack

16 Oz. Wide Mouth
Bud 4 Pack

$2.89

$4.20

1 Qt.
Cobra 32

16 Oz. 6 Pack
Miller High Life

1 Qt. 32 Oz.
Bud

1 Qt
Busch

12 Oz. 12 Pack
Miller High Life

12 Oz. 6 Pack
Heineken

$6.72

$2.89
Hennessy
7.50

12 Oz. 6 Pack
Guiness

$25.99

J?9

•«

Skol Vodka

7.50

7.50

1.75

Liter

Fleischmanns Vodka

«»<«*•
■L ■*»

Paul Masson Brandy!

7.50
Liter

Christian Brothers
1 Liter

$13

"CONTEST NIGHT"
(Every Tuesday Night)
All Kinds of Contests With All Kinds Of Prizes

(Special Cash Prizes & Gifts)
Singers • Dancers • Comedians • Rappers • Whatever

All Generic
Cigarettes

a

“Down Home BreakfesT
on Saturday, July 25,1998
ftoro 7:30 - 10:30 a-m. at

The purpose of the discus

Berkey, Kendall Campus pro
fessor of education and admin
istrator of the grant.

*

Big Tim, Lou Brown,

sion was to bring attention to
MIAMI-An

5

Brand Name
Cigarettes

$2.25
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L-R: Rickye Roberts and Loretta B. Anderson
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TheDJ

Minister Maurice R. Allen, Piano

L-R: Mir. and Mrs. Sam Horton, former President of FAMU and Billy Reid

Jermaine Giddens, Bass

Eric Darius, Sax

Merrill Lynch To Commit
$500,000 to UNCF
William H. Gray IH, Presi- our ability to educate, recruit maker of debt and equity secu
dent and CEO, Tiie United and retain talented women and rities and a leading strategic
Negro College Fund (UNCF) minorities is key to our overall advisor to corporations gov-,
emments, institutions, and
recently announced that Mer- diversity effort”
rill Lynch & Co., lnc. has
pledged $500,000 to launch a
two-year scholarship, internship and mentoring program
for sophomores at historically
black colleges and universities.
in partnership with Merrill
Lynch, UNCF has created the
UNCF/Merrill Lynch Scholars

worldwide.
‘Students are selected for individuals
the program on a competitive Through Merrill Lynch Asset
basis. Preferred majois include Management and Mercury
economics, mathematics, busi- Asset Management, wholly
ness, finance and accounting, owned subsidiaries, the com
Students who wish to parti- pany is one of the world’s
dpate in the program would largest managers of financial
embody the Merrill Lynch assets.
principles' of client focus,
UNCF is a fund-raising

Program to reinforce a mutual respect for the individual,

consortium for 39 private,

goal of increasing the number teamwork, responsible citizenof minority professionals in the ship and integrity,

fully accredited, four year his
torically black colleges and

finandal services industiy.
The UNCF/Merrill Lynch
The program has identified Scholars Program will be

its inception in 1944, the Col

15 African-American college administered by UNCF Pro
sophomore students, this gram Manager. Merrill Lynch
year scholarships of $5,000per selected the scholars who are
year from the Merrill Lynch partidpating in the program.

mental mission has been aug

Foundation.Scholarship redp-

mented to include program
services and technical assis

“This two-year pilot pro-

ients will be guaranteed a sum- gram is bom out of Merrill
mer internship with Merrill Lynch’s traditional commitLynch between their sopho- ment to education, and is
more and junior years.
equally
consistent
with
“Diversity is not just good UNCF’s mission of fostering
citizenship. It’s sound busi- excellence in education.”
(ness. With that in mind, Merrill * Merrill Lynch is one of the
Lynch is continually expand- world’s leading financial man-

PINELLAS COUNTY Citizens may register to vote or
update their voter registration
information at the “Election
Information Booth” at Tyrone
Square Mall, Qearwater Mall,
and Countryside Mall, from 10
a.m. -5 p.m. on the following
Saturdays: August 1, Aug. 29,
and October 3. Be ready' td
vote election day!
Florida has a closed prima
ry system-only registered
Republicans or Democrats
may vote for the candidates of
their parties in primary elec
tions. AH voters in primary
elections, including those reg
istered “no party” or with a
minor political party, may vote
for judicial candidates, and on
referendums and issues. In
general elections, a voter may
vote for any candidate, regard
less of party.
Voters may request absen
tee ballots by calling 4646788. Absentee voting in
office will be available begin

ning July 27 at the following Street North, Suite 202, GearSupervisor of Elections office water,
locations: 315 Court Street;
Persons with disabilities
Room 117, Gearwater; 150 who need assistance should

ing its recruiting effort to reach agement and advisoiy compaa broader range of talent,” said nies with offices in over 40
1 BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE
SHALL OVERCOME."
• MARTIN LUTHER KING# JR.

Merrill LYnch President and countries and total client assets
Chief Operating Officer Her- exceeding $1.3 trillion. As an
bert M. Allison, Jr. “An ongo- investment bank, it is the top
ing commitment to improving global underwriter and market

S399 JB599
RR

SQ. YD. From

ROOMS

CARPET

$399

Up to 40 Sq. Yd. Installed w/Pad

SQ. YD.

$p9
From

■

SQ.YD.

Sg99 _$«99
I
NN SQ. YD.

Buy

NRSQ YD.

CERAMIC TILE Sil CARPET

1000’s Sq. Feet In Stock
v Priced From

990

SQ.

FOOT

$799

Up to 80 Sq. Yd. Installed w/Pad

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST.PETERSBURG

BAYONEf POINT

5015W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

SW CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

NE CORNER 0WIS. K & HWY. 52

249-2098

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCAT N 868*7424

Fund provides research and
publications on black higher
education, administers over
350 scholarship and Scholar
ship programs, assists the col
leges in obtaining grants for
special projects, coordinates
student and faculty enrichment
programs, and provides stu
dents and faculty with access

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW
W~AK DATED II
REMNANT
HEAVY
HEAVY
HOT SELLING
BLOWOUT
TEXTURE
COMMERCIAL
TEXTURE
BERBERS
Over
20
Colors i
In
Stock

tance for UNCF’s members.
As an educational assistance
organization, The College

state-of-the-art technology.

Fifth Street North, Room 100, contact our office at 464-3551.
St. Petersburg; 1425549th

CARPET SALE

lege Fund’s primary mission
has been to raise operating
funds for its member colleges
and universities. That funda

Spring, who will receive two- interviewed the finalists and

Election Information
-Pinellas County

universities (HBCUs). Since

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address
City ___

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal? _____ If so, who is your carrier?
Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to:

The Weekly Challenger
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Orange Blossom Cosmetologists irom rage 1.

Entertainer Jerry 'Iceman' Butler

Health
Rap At
TGH
Health
Park
TAMPA-On

Saturday,

July 25,1998 from 10:00 a.m.
- 2:00 p.m there will be a'free
Health Rap session'going on.
Included in the activities

■nt

taking place are free immu
nizations and physicals; free
school supplies and more; free

S‘°re * 9uaUty M

WTMP’s Health Rap Contest.
For more information call
Tampa

General

Hospital

1 Case Baby Spare Ribs $14.99
■

Case Uncle John Sausage $18,99

5 lbs. Chicken Wings & get 5 lbs.

5 lbs. Pigs Feet>& get 5 lbs.

FREE $9.99

FREE $4.59

5 lbs. Chicken Leg Qrts. & get 5

5 lbs. Fresh Neck Bones & get

Boiled Ham $1.99 lb.

lbs. FREE $4.99

5 lbs. FREE $4.59

Qal Juice $.99, Gal Milk $2.69

Beer & Wine

Cuban Sandwich

.Italian Sub

Ham & Cheese Sub

At Low
Prices

Roast Beef Sub

Meat Ball Sub

Steak & Cheese

Mid Peninsula
Seafood
Marksfc & Restaurant

V

894-2412

ketball hoops and outdoor fun;

eligible to win a brand new
bicycle by participating in

Sunday
9 am - 8 pm

2225 - 9th Street South m
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

hands-on health activities, bas
free hotdogs and drinks.
Some lucky person may be

[

327-0309 329-9309

DfU PLAN NO.1
$10.99
1 Ib. Boiled Ham
1 Ib. Roast Beef
1 Ib. Bologna
1 Ib. Salami
1 Ib. American Cheese

Ham & Turkey Sub
Chicken Sandwiches

Health Park at (727) 236-5113.
(Butcher> JAMES THOMAS Welcomes You!

WE
ACCEPT
EBT

400 49th Street So,
St, Petersburg. FL
Open: Mon-Sat 11am-9pm
Sunday... Gone Fishin'

■

<L

•MON
.TUES

Family Owned and
Op«rat*d Over 20 Y^ars
W« Specialize in
Take-Out Food
Call-In Orders Encouraged
Combo Dinners
Fish 'N Shrirrip................................4.99
Fish filet 'n ten breaded shrimp

Deluxe Fish 'N Shrimp................,&.99

•wed
only

FRIED FISK SANDWICH

Grouper filet and six large shrimp

Scallop 'N Shrimp....................... &.49
atr Lb. scallops and six large shrimp

8
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notknowa.homeortotheir Black Women Face

LighT
Of The
World
By Daniel Banks

Emotional Disorders Less

neighborhoods. Women opt

for abortions because they Than COUIlter-PartS
are not comfortable for one
'
reason or another with their
GAINESVILLE-Black
However, the results of a
; pregnancies. Marriages dis- women are significantly less follow-up study presented at
' solve and empires dispute likely to be diagnosed with the Society of Teachers of

GAINESVILLE-As the high
ly successful Writing the

raphy,

because someone is uncom- emotional disorders than their Family Medicine meeting this

Region: A Writers Workshop
honoring Maijorie Kinnan

numerous luncheons and social
occasions where faculty and

fortable with the life that white counterparts, University year in Chicago confirmed that

Rawlings prepares to hold its

participants can interact

they are living!

annual
conference
in
Gainesville, Florida, August 5-

For more information
about fee Contest or fee Work
shop, please call fee Executive
Director, Ms, Norma Homan,
at 1-888-917-7001. ’’

of Florida researchers report, the proportion of white women

I tell you of a truth, but what role ethnicity plays in who suffer from depression is
there is no comfort outside this process in unclear.
„ higher than black women. A

Our Lord said in St.
John's gospel 3:5, "Verily,

machinations of others,
without their telling us! The

Verily, I say unto thee,
Except a man be born of
water and of the Spirit, he

Holy Ghost comforts us and
ly, even to the confounding

cannot enter into the king
dom of God." Why is this

of medicine and science!
The Holy Ghost saves us

that this is true! The Holy women experience a higher depressed, compared with 35

so? It is because the Holy

from everlasting torment

Ghost also comes with nine level of social support than percent of black women. ,

heals us and-heals us divine

Ghost gives us POWER and damnation in a lake of
over sin and shame! We fire and brimstone that
cannot live holy under our enlarges herself every day
own power. It has to be to accommodate the souls
because of the supernatural which are hastening toward
power of the Holy Ghost!. her! (see Isaiah 5:14) The
"There hath no temptation Holy Ghost causes us to rise
taken you but such as is above the populace. We
common to man: but God is don't have to stoop to drug
faithful, who will not suffer and alcohol abuse. We can
you to be tempted above walk away from sexuals in
that ye are able; but will and all the dread diseases
that accompany them today.
The Holy Ghost will help us
to attain the capacity to for
give others who have
Jesus, and the Holy Ghost injured us physically and
with the temptation also
make a way to escape, that
ye may be able to bear it." I Corinthians 10:13. God,

are one. The Lord lends us emotionally. Through the
His Spirit that we might not matchless Spirit of Christ,

of the ark of safety--which
University of Florida psy- review of in-depth, structured
is none other than God, His chologist Shae Graham Kosch, interviews and symptom
Christ, and His Holy Spirit Ph.D., the study’s primary checklists filled out by 51
(or Holy Ghost). If you live author, suggested a reason for patients revealed that 45 perlong enough, you will find the difference' is that black cent of white women were

gift of the work of knowl-a network of people, including ognize emotional disorders

ture, Marjorie Kinnan Rawl

edge, 3. the gift of faith, 4. friends, femily and churches, to because anxiety and depression
the gifts of healing, 5. the help them cope. In the constitute one of the top 10
gift of the working of mira- Gainesville community, that medical disorders seen by pri

ings and Women, Film Ver

des, 6. ,the gift of prophecy, network is strong and it appears mary-care physidans. “Prima7. the gift of discerning of to be protecting black women ry-care physidans manage 60

(double-spaced). The first place
prize is $150; second place,
$150; third, $75. Each winner-

spirits, 8. the gift of diverse against emotional disordeis”, percent of patients wife psykinds of tongues, and 9. the said, Kosch, professor in the chological symptoms,” said
gift of interpretation, of department

of community Kosch, In addition to being sig-

tongues! These gifts are health and family medicine in nificantly more likely to diagalways available to you UF’s College of Medicine.
nose an emotional disorder in
through the power of the
However, social support' white women, femily physiHoly Ghost, you can tap was not linked to marital rela- cians prescribed antidepresinto them as you need them, tionships because only 19 per- sants for 22 percent of white
even if a certain gift is not cent of the black women in the women, but only 9 percent of
yours, personally!

study were currently married, black women.

"Come unto Me, all ye compared to 45 percent of

Results

indicated

that

white women.
poverty significantly increased
Researchers at UF com- the likelihood of having an

uttered,

(see.

Romans 8:26) It helps our
infirmities. It prays for us
when we don't know what
to pray for! It prays through
us in languages that surpass
our intellect! It prays in
tongues that we don't under
stand ourselves! The Holy

will receive a year’s free mem
bership in the Maijorie Kinnan
Rawlings Society, and winning
essays will be published in the

and

Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

Announcement

Lord and Savior Jesus Christ

We, fee members of St.
Paul Missionary
Baptist
Church, Montague, Florida

Second Bethlehem Baptist
Association

Now in its second year,
Writing the Region brings dis
tinguished poets, novelists,

held on Sunday, July 26,1998 tian Education Center
The Christian Education
at 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Rev. Richard Howard, Center opened July 20, 1998

film-makers, historians, jour
nalists, and publishers to

Assistant to fee Pastor of wife a local program. We
Greater Hopewell Missionaiy would like to thank fee youfe

Gainesville for five-days of

Baptist Church will render fee for feeir support.
11:00 a.m. service. At 3:00
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr.
p.m., ' fee Rev. Charles Moderator, Dr. O.V. Pinkston,
Youmans of Isom Memorial Moderator Emeritus, Rev.

Society ’s'quarterly Newsletter.

Workshop

non-published authors. Using
Ms. Rawlings as its model, fee

where Rev. E.E. Chisholm is

the

C.M.E.Church will be in Stanley Jacobs, President and

nuances and techniques of

Rev. Willie Kingcade, Vice
chaige of fee services.
We are looking forward to President.
seeing you there! and to help us . Congress will open Tues

explores

regional writing, in a variety of
media, and also includes tours
of Ms. Rawlings home in

The study showed that

performance

The deadline is July 25,1998.

femily practice medical center, added.

30.

Cross Creek as well as photog

Avery special thanks to fee
pastor invites fee public to 1998 Senior Qass of U.T.S. for
attend feeir Family and Friends donating 60 cushioned chairs
Day Program which will be as a graduation gift to fee Chris

workshops for published and

become godly for your sins
I commend you to the physicians diagnosed either a
and ask the Lord to forgive Holy Ghost. I pray that you primary or secondary emotionyou and bless you out of His wjjj; jjy makjng Jesus your al disorder in 44 percent of

, in uplifting the name of our day morning at 8:00 aan.

Holiness Unto The Lord

Spirit; you, too, can know choice, allow Him to come white women, compared witli
the bliss and the spectacle ancj take up residence in 24 percent of black women,

3rd Annual Dance Conference
"The Unity of Miriam & David"
July 23rd to 26th

To the Christian who mahe you joint-heir with age of 43.
already believes on the fjjm of ajj ^e splendor,
Initially, Kosch and co
name of Jesus Christ, I will beauty, and majesty that the author Mary Ann Burg, Ph.D.,
inquire as Paul did of the pather hath in store to those M.S.W., director of research in
Ephesian

disciples

he ^at love Him and reverence UF’s department of communi-

encountered in Acts 19:2, jjjs name. God bless you ty health and family medicine,
"Have ye received the Holy ancj keep you is my prayer, concluded feat fee difference in
Ghost since ye believed?"
fee number of psychological
The Holy Ghost is Christ's
diagnosis between black and

Ghost speaks to us in promise to us that when He
dreams and with open-eyed left the world, He would not
visions in the noon day! leave us comfortless, (see
The Holy Ghost speaks to St. John 14:18) Black teens
us through God's Word, the are committing suicide at an

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

white women could be due to
communication patterns be
tween patients and doctors.

Bible, and through the lov increased rate of 200% over

GREATER HOPEWELL

ing prophesies of others. previous studies because
The Holy Ghost also speaks they have found no comfort
to us with an audible voice in their lives. Men frequent

BAptist Church

that can be heard with our
natural ears, just as if anoth
er man were speaking to us!
I'm a living witness! The

sions of Her Woik, etc. Essays
should be 500 words and typed

pared the medical records of emotional disorder for white
100 white patients, matched by women, but was not a predictor
age with 100 black patients in a for black woman, Kosch

makes intercession for us of miracles that can only yOur souj jje wqj fjjj yOur The women’s ages ranged
through groanings which come by the Holy Ghost!
Spirjt \vife His Spirit and from 25 to 65, wife an average
cannot be

will conduct an essay contest
for conference participants.
Essays should be on a topic

gifts! They are: 1. the gift of white women.
Kosch said it is important
the word of wisdom, 2, the
“Black women tend to use forthe health-care sectorto rec-

who can repent and believe. a friend to the friendless, a your souls. For my yoke is and published their results in a
The Holy Ghost breaks the Father to the fatherless, and easy, and my burden is recentissueofthejoumalFamand Hero light."- St. Matthew 11:28- ily Medicine.
yoke of sin and seals us a Champion
Lord should come to rap
ture the Church.
The Holy Ghost leads
us and guides us into all
truth! The Holy Ghost

9, it announces that the Mar
jorie Kinnan Rawlings Society

dealing with. Maijorie Kinnan
Rawlings. For example: Mar
jorie Kinnan Rawlings and the
South, Marjorie Kinnan Rawl
ings and the American Litera

sin against Him. The Spirit we can be-delivered and set that labour and are heavy
from
murderous laden, and I will give you
of the Lord is not a thought free
or ideal. It is' real and pow notions and all manner of rest. Take-my yoke upon
erful and intelligent being vexation! I know it to be you, and learn of Me; for I
who will come to life inside true!
am meek and lowly in heart:
The Holy Ghost will be and ye shall find rest unto
the mortal body of anyone

unto God until the time our above all others! Once you

Writing
The Region

bordellos and houses of illrepute searching for com
fort, even if it's only tempo

rary. Gangland warfare
Holy Ghost warns us of thrives because its members
dangers unseen. It reveals to have attained a level, of

,*

WBBBHr

c

wis

,

Terri Carter

WB181

515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School.............. .. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship...............11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship.................. 6 p.m.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday .......................6:30 p.m.

■ |L w
IF » MhI
1.1? Jj

us the schemes and the comfort there that they did

amai

United TheOlogical Seminary
and
Bible COllege
Extension O^ala, Rorida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred.Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351 -5029 KOR 352-237-5215 »
Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Monday
6:30-9:30
PM

fBnzad of J2lf-z
p

r

i

n

j

i

n

a

Batson,

810 N.W. 25th Avenue • Suite 101
Ocala, Florida 34475
(352) 351-2582 • (352) 351-47.’2
Toll Free: 1-888-313-6548 • FAX (352) 351-5785
Email: clponder@typeworld.com
Website: http//www.typeworld, com

and

We deliver anywhere in the State of Florida and beyond

6:30 PM9:30 PM

See us for your printing needs
Letterhead-Envelopes-Tickets-Brochures-Souvenir Books-lnvitations
(wedding/social/graduation)
Forms-Flyers-Catalogs-Business Cards- Newsletters-Price
Lists-Carbonless Forms-Pocket Folders- Bumper Stickers-Four Color
Process Printing- Ad Speciality Items

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses

CAusich

e-SistsSl Jdsihfia JdoflZS
f&izad of- J2if-£. ‘^^0075.(2^

Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away

LOCATED AT:

1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monrce. Louisiana

African American owned and operated commercial print shop
State of Florida Minority Business Enterprise Certified
Member of Ocala/Marion Chamber of Commerce
Member of NAPL (National Association of Printers & Lithographers)

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION,
PLEASE CALL:
(352) 351-3266
from 10 AM to 2 PM

Presented by:
Restoration Ministries
of Reconciliation
1732 N.W. 2nd Avenue
Ocala, FL
Pastors James & Ann Evans

o
Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

Queens of Dance

fQatjyfon,

BRING THIS AD
FOR $5.00 OFF
ADMISSION
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them the value of having

Society In
Ocala

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

by
Florence Williams Ray

Dr. Broxton Honored
By Congress Of
Christian Education

(<The Gift ofFamily”

fill of their hours of sadness and
In light of my family uncertainty.
reunion that was held recently, I
Teach them that man does
became even more aware of not live by bread alone. But by holds for each other. Love Ihem
how important each member is harmony, goodness, truth, with all of your heart. Always
to me. I realize the older I get, affection, friendship and wor demonstrate that love with
the more of my family passes ship. Teach them in ways that kindness and good deeds.
on to fee great beyond, and are upright. Show them how Pledge your physical, spiritual
what a huge void feeir place in to be strong in all things. Teach
fee family becomes.
them to have enough to follow
Though today’s society is the truth and righteousness, and
filled wife modem technology, to persist onward even when
trends and feds, nothing can the going gets difficult Show
ever replace fee values instilled
within a femily. It doesn’t mat
ter if fee femily is headed by a
single-parent, grandparents or
if fee traditional mother/fefeer
unit is intact. What matters fee
most is how much love is
shared wife and for each other.

We are only human, there
fore, we need human companRev. Dr. E.F. Broxton
ionship. We should thank God
On Sunday, July 19,1998, received a bachelor’s degree daily for fee Gift we have of
a Presidential Appreciation was from Horida A&M University FAMILY! Each member has a
given honoring Dr. E.F. Brox- and Moody Bible Institute in special place of worth within
ton for unfaltering service ren- Chicago.
fee femily unit Mother, fether,
dered as Immediate Past PresiHis pastorships include: children, sistei; brother, granddent of Second Bethlehem Mt. Olive BC, Reddick, FL; parents, aunt, unde and cousins
Baptist Association Congress Mt. Calvary BC, Ocala; Shady are all equally predous. For
of Christian Education Mid Grove BC, Ocala and New within this group of people
Horida Division. The Appreci- Zion MBC, Ocala. His reli- consists fee privilege God has

•s

ation was held at New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church,
Ocala where Dr. Broxton is
pastor.
Rev.
Stanley
Jacobs
presided over fee occasion. The
speaker for fee. occasion was
Rev. William “Billy” Hawkins
of Getheseme Baptist Church,

gious oiganizations indude: given us as femily.
Ocala Ministerial Alliance,
The senior members are

and Greater Ocala our lives hy sharing their expeMinisterial Association. Profes- riences. Histoiy is shown to us

Eustis, FLwho was introduced

Association Fraternity, Second words of advice and wisdom,

by-Rev. Cecil Wilson. Rev.

for through those words we are
made even wiser. Give honor
and respect to fee elder mem-

Ministerial Fellowship of Mar- our link to fee past. They enrich
ion County

sional oiganizations include: through fee eyes of those feat
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, has lived and learned years
National Baptist Convention before we even existed. We

Assoc., Horida General Baptist must listen and heed their

Bethlehem Baptist Association,
Hawkins is President- of Bethel Horida A&M Alumni Assoc,
Association Congress of Chris and Phi Delta Kappa Internatian Education. The Praise ser tional Education.
vice was rendered by New
Dr. Broxton, fee first black
Zion Deacons and selections chair of fee Marion County
came from fee Mass Choir. The Principals Association, was
scripture was by Rev. Ben appointed liaison committee
jamin Snowden.
chair to integrate Marion

bers, for by doing this we show
them not only honor but love,
Help them in times of illness,
and when they need tasks done
that would put too much stress
on feeir bodies. Believe me,

Tributes to Dr. Broxton

County Schools in 1983. His small deeds done by you, will

came from Dr. Arthur Sims,
President F.G.B.C. Congress of
Christian Education, Rev.
Lionel Qements, State Direc
tor of Christian Education; Dr.
Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Mod

professional experiences in- bring large blessings to you.
elude being principal of Collier Remember, if God allows you
Ele., Fessenden High, Fes- to live to see your senior years,
senden Middle ahd Fessenden those things will mean a lot to
Elementary. He also served as you also.

President of the Marion CounThe younger membeis are
erator SBBA; Sis. Gloria ty Teachers Association in God’s divine gifts to us. As we
Thrower, former member of 1957.
.
,
watch them grow to fee brink
Shady Grove BC; Sarah Harri
Dr. Broxton came to Ocala of adulthood, we should give ,
son, member of New Zipn in 1953 as a mathematics thanks for the greatness that
MBC; Daisy Rembert, Dean teacher and football coach at they can achieve. As parents
Mid-Southern Division; Bertha Howard Academy. He coached
Kyler, Congress Chorus Mid- the Wild Bulls to fee North
Southern Division and Yvonne Horida Regional champiStokes, Northern Division. A onship that year. In 1953 he

we must remember that we are
entrusted wife the responsibility of forming a character within them that will have an eternal

presentation was made by Rev.

O.V. Pinkston,
Emeritus.

was one of the first to initiate a significance throughout their
Moderator summer recreation program for
y0U^'
•■
Pray that they flourish and

Dr. Broxton, a standout
„
.
-. c
Dr. Eugene Fenemore
grow as tall sweet com in fertile
Broxton, one of the most influ- defensive guard and tackle for
bloQm
ential men in our area, is mar- Honda A&M Rattlers football
jy ,
ried to Dr. Oreatha M. Stadom- team under Coach Jake roots spreading both near and
Broxton.. He is a native of Gaither, was inducted into the tar. Shield them fiom aU things
Tampa and a graduate of Mid- FAMU Sports Hall of Fame at
wy,
hann
dleton High School. He its 17th annual banquet on Fri
Watch over them and be mindday, October 30j 1992.

SOLID WASTE COLLECTION
The average
woman would
rather have
beauty than
brains because
the average
man can see
better than be
can think.
■ Anonymous

But, most importantly, let
enough humility to know feat the femily always stand strong,
all things are possible, if feey firm and whole, a unit of one
only will believe in God and in ness. For unity will cover you
themselves.
with a coat of deep persever
Let nothing ever separate ance and sustain you through
fee love each femily rpember any ordeal. Be grateful that you
holds for each other. Love them are a part of such great heritage,■
with all of your heart. Always because being part of a loving
demonstrate that love ' wife femily is truly a Gift!
kindness and good deeds.
Pledge your physical, spiritual
“A Word of Thanks”
and moral support to and for
To Mrs. Allene GammageLet nothing ever separate Ahmed: Your words of kind
the love each femily member ness, care and inspiration really

INSPECTOR
The City of Gainesville is seeking a FT Solid Waste
Collection Inspector for office and field wor^ enforc
ing the City's Waste Control contract and City ords.
and regs. relating to refuse coll. HS/GED or equiv.
dipl., and 3 yrs. prog. resp. exp. in pub. contact wk.
involving investigation or inspection, pref. rel: to
solid waste activities. Valid FL Drivers lie. reqd.
Geri. computer skills, excellent comm, skills arid
inspection exp. highly desired. Apps. accepted until
08/09/98 $27,328. Failure to include SS# will cause
app. to be rejected. CITY OF GAINESVILLE, P.O.
Box
490,
Gainesville,
FL
32602.
EOE/AA/ADA/Vets Pref. Drug-Free Workplace.
App. subject to disclosure per FL Public Records
Law (352) 334-5077.’

FOODLION

times when you feel that no one
cares, feat • ju are in the
thoughts and ;ayeis of others.
I will cherish your , concern
always.
Please accept my humble
words of thanks, and continue
to pray for me, as I will for you.

SAVE;
WATER

Heavenly Vision
Federation To
Meet —-----—-

and moral support to and for

touched my heart. Words can
barely express how much I. bv Horence Williams Ray
Male Choruses from Welcome
really appreciate your concern.
Heavenly Vision Federa Stranger BC; Progressive
During these past few tion of Choirs, Citrus and Mar Union, Dunnellon; New
months of recuperation, I truly ion Counties, will meet at Wel Bethel; New Jerusalem, and
know that it was God who has come Stranger Missionary the White Star Singers.

each other. Let not the family
circle be broken, only when

sustained me. And using your
words, I have learned to sit still,

God deems it fit to call , one of Let Go and Let God!
It is good fo know that at

the loved ones home to Him.

Baptist Church on Saturday,
Eveiyone is invited. Dea
July 25, 1998. The program con Douglas Smith is Presi
starts at 7:30 p.m.
The Federation includes

dent, Rev. Grimsley is pastor.
The church is located at
906 N.W. 9th Avenue, Ocala.
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Cibbs Class Of ’58 Celebrates 40 Years
Newsome, Secretary; Rutha
Cauley, Asst. Sec.; Virginia

Childrens
Health Fair

Washington, Corres. Secre
tary; Eugene Blocker, Treasur
er; Rosa A. Morris, Financial
Sect; Gwendolyn H. Wade,

ST. PETERSBURG-Photos show the Gibbs High
School Qass of 1958 and Six
teenth Street Junior High
School Qass of 1955 celebrat
ing 40 years out of high school.

Gwen).

highlighted the program with

Highlights of the Fellow his Reflections of class mem
ship Dinner on Friday evening bers . It was really a recall of
were: fee Memorial Candle memory and a presentation of
light Service conducted by laughter. Gwen WAdt, giving

here

Ruby Shannon; Greetings and
souvenirs distributed by Mis.

words of appreciation present
ed yellow carnations with blue

from Alabama, Tallahassee,
Atlanta, GA, Illinois, Col

Barbara Shorter, Principal of
Gibbs Senior High School

and gold ribbons to all that

orado, Miami, Tennessee,
Minnesota, Massachusetts,
New York. Male classmates

(first Afro-American Black

Classmates

were

campaign for the Pinellas Dis
trict School Board.
Apresentation (surprise) to
Chairman Oradine Hudson for
her faithfulness, perseverance,
ability and devotion to serve in
this capacity. Hudson earlier at
the breakfast stated that due to
illness in the femily and her

female) and a Proclamation

were present.
The Chairman, presented
tokens of appreciation , to all

presented to Oradine Hudson,

officers and committee chair

brought their wives and female1 chairman, proclaiming July

men. On Saturday evening, the

classmates brought feeir hus

17-19,1998 as fee GHS Qass

reconsider and remain which

bands.
Others invited their adult

of 1958 Reunion Days by
Councilman Emesf' Fillyau.

Caribbean Festival and Dance
wife ^^iyene wearing their
bright casual clothes started

children and friends. 'Those
who did not attend really
missed a treat. Also feere were

Dr. Ada Jones Davis served as
fee MC and really kept fee
program moving:

with a local DJ spinning the
records. Highlights of this
event was the bid by Council

Officers of the Planning
Committee were introduced
by Elizabeth Howard, Publici

in between affairs in the home
of the Wades (Alonza &

On Saturday, at the Sunrise
Breakfast, Rev. Don Gaskin

man E. Fillyau informing us of
the need for support for his

self, she would have to step
aside, however,AlThomton in
his presentation on behalf of.
the group, asked that she's
participants agreed.

ty Chairman. They are in addi
tion of those named: Al Thorn
ton, Co-Chairman; Shirley

PINELLAS PARK-On
Saturday, August 1,1998 frorti
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 pjn. the
Fourth Annual

Children’s
Asst. Publicity Chairman; Ada
Health Fair will be held at
J. Davis, Chaplain; Ruby K
Pinellas Square Mall.
Shannon, Parliamentarian;,
The Health Fair will pro
Betty R. Means, Historian.
vide free: School physicals;
The Reunion closed with wor
Immunizations (Birth to 18);
ship service on Sunday at Mt.
Lead Screenings; Children’s
Olive
Primitive
Baptist
Activities; Other Fun Surpris
Church, Rev. Carl Rhodes,
es; Community Information;
Pastor as guest of Rosa Morris.
School Supplies (while feey
The churchgoers ate dinner
last). There will no sports
later at a local restaurant.
physicals.
Everyone declared that fun
Children must be accom
was had by all. Special thanks
panied by parent or legal
to The Weekly Challenger staff
guardian. Please bring your
for such splendid coverage,
child’s immunization card.
Ernest Fillyau, Photographer,
Remember too that chil
Andy Tolan, Host, head waiter,
dren entering 7th and 8th grade
AJ; Chef Reservationist, and
are now required to have addi
Dianne Davis for the good
tional immunizations.
food, splendid cooperation and
Take advantage of this
service at fee Holiday Inn Sun
cost-saving opportunity, just in
spree Resort which served as
time for back-to-school.
headquarters. Souvenirs were
Pinellas Square Mall is
furnished by Printing Empori
located at 7200 US 19 North,
um, Christian Woman Fellow
Pinellas Park, FL
ship, Inc. Florida state Lottery,
For more information call
Verdell Rosier (Miami), D.
Peg Atamian at 893-2775, ext.
Lyons (Youthbuild); Sha Sha’s
153.
Bridal Service and the hotel.

Gibbs Gladiator

/Aiymin ■

Associ<itioii
to unforeseen circumstances,
the Gibbs High Gladiator

Park.
All Gladiators are invited
to attend. Once again, we will

Alumni Association Reunion

be honoring outstanding Glad

Picnic has been rescheduled.

iators.
For questions or concerns
contact Minson Rubin, 3271718 or Rhonda Jackson/Jet
Jackson 894-6045.

ST. PETERSBURG-Due

The Reunion picnic will be
Saturday, July 25,1998 from
11 am. - 4p.m. at Maximo

Rambling
With

Charles Howard
Yesterday has gone, forget it.
Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,4®
So don't wait on it."

896-2152

Lumber Lucre!
The
budget-conscious
home-builder can shave a siz
able amount off lumber costs
in several ways. Odds and ends
of unplanned lumber can be
obtained at a local sawmill for

pages 102-105.

Happy Birthday

Today, July 23,1998 - Judy
Harrell, Ella M. Brown; 24th Josephine Henry, Annie God
bee, Joy Bell, Jamisha Lawton,
as low as half the price of the 25th -Queen V. Lawson, John- j
ny Liburd, James Rosebud,
stuff at your lumber yard.
Qr you can arrange with David Baxter; 26th-Richard
the owner of a temporary Drayton, Jean Hammond: 27th
dwelling or sagging shed to - Sandra McKinnon, Larry D.
cart off the lumber from the Harrell, Gladys Ware: 28thstructure in exchange for clear Patricia Tyner, Donna M.
ing his property of an eyesore. Grayson, Bruce Walker, Tonita
Make sure, however; that the Crowell,
Elsie
Davis,
lumber is still sound before you LaShawn R. Wooten, Mildred
make fee deal. Molding, doors, Pearl Barefield: 29th-Myrtle
even wood paneling can be Moss.
had from the owner of a house
feat is about to be demolished

“Sister Still Comatose”

or from the wrecking company
Rosalyn J. Wilcox who fell
for free or next to nothing. into a deep sleep July 15,1992
Why, we know at of one cou has been confined in the Bay
ple who saved $200.00 in lum Point Nursing Pavillion for 6
ber costs for feeir home by years as of this date. We are still
using old railroad ties with a praying that she will soon utter
mortar binding.
some words.
For further information
“All the Good Wood you Want
- Free” (or very cheap) , C.

Life’s True Yardstick
Don’t count your age by

Wayne Qose, Family Handy the years you’ve known, but by
man, 4, 1975 pages 50-51; the friends yo have made and
Build yourself a Recycled the kindnesses sown, for life is
House and save a bundle! ‘The not measured by the years you
Mother Earth News Almanac, live, but by fee deeds you do
The Mother Earth News Staff, and fee joys you give.
New York, Bantam, 1973,

Until next time, “Jump To

NEWS DEADUNE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

Our Ice Cream Tastes So Good
It’s Recommended By Kids Of All Ages

It doesn’t matter if you’re a big kid or a little one,
because once you’ve had a taste of Publix Premium

IL

with an inner seal to ensure quality. Then,

JHHUfiMjjfl

all nineteen flavors of Publix Premium Ice

Ice Cream - you’re hooked! Why is it so good?

Cream are stored in freezer rooms set at

Here are the cold hard facts. First, Publix Premium

minus twenty degrees. It’s kept completely separate from

l-ce Cream is made with only the highest quality

all other frozen foods. That way it keeps its great taste

ingredients. Next, to make sure the delicious taste

all to itself. So, now that you’ve gotten the scoop on the

of Publix Premium Ice Cream makes it from our Dairy

best ice cream in town, give your family a real treat.

Plant to your home, the inside of each carton is sealed

Pick up a carton of Publix Premium Ice Cream today.

H
W

Pubflx,
Where shopping is a pleasure'.
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Youth Volunteers With Peace Corps
WASHINGTON-Peace
Coips Director of Minority
Recruitment Tony Pinder (far
left) and Peace Corps Deputy
Director Charles Baquett DI
greet Texas Southern Universi
ty students Kamarah Scott
(second from right), LaQuinta
Wardsworth (second from
eft), LaWanda Green (far
right) and Ana Hernandez

MsuHawk
Ranch
Hires
Hagney
PR.

(third from left), who are

spending the summer with
Peace Corps volunteers in
South Africa, Ghana, Haiti and
the Dominican Republic.

which are consistent with their
study at TSU, will focus on
economic development and
education.

The interns, all from the

Because the interest in the

Houston area, are working to
increase minority student inter
est in global service careers. Of

11

Cunently, about 6,500

GAINESVILLE
RESIDENTS:

Peace Corps volunteers are

Send your news

working in 81 countries to help

items to:

fight hunger, bring clean water
to communities, teach chil

The Tri-County

Peace Corps remains so strong

dren, protect the environment,

Challenger

at home and the need overseas
so great, President Qinton has

help start new, small business
es and prevent the spread of

2500 9th St. S.

the six young women chosen
for this first-time experience,”

proposed expanding the Peace
Corps, putting the agency on

AIDS. Since 1961 more than
15,000 Americans have joined

five are African-American and

the path to 10,000 volunteers

the Peace Corps.

one is Latina. Their projects,

by the year 2000.

St. Petersburg, FL
33704

HOLIDAY, FL-FishHawk

I Ranch,
I planned

the laigest master

community being
developed in the tampa Bay
area, has selected John Heagney Public Relations to create

I and implement its publicity and
I media-relations programs.
According to John Heag| ney,president of John Heagney
Public Relations, FishHawk
Ranch, located in Riverview,
(located in Riverview, is a
4,400- acre, $1 billion commu| nity that will have about 7,500
residences when it sells out in
20 years or so.
Situated just south of Fish
Hawk Boulevard on Lithia Pinecrest Road, FishHawk
Ranch is about 7 miles east of
exit
48
(GibonsontonRiverview) on Interstate 74.
The community has set aside
1,500 acres more than a third of
its total for nature preserves,
open space and recreation.
Its recreation facilities
include miles of nature and jog
ging trails, a swim-and-tennis
center, neighborhood parks,
picnic areas as well as volley
ball, basketball and roller-hock
ey courts. Moreover the com
munity borders a 480-acre
county owned conservation
area to the northwest.
FishHawk Ranch offers
single-family homes priced
from

$110,000

including

homesite in its three-village
first phase. First-phase home
buildeis include American
Heritage Homes, Kimball Hill
Homes, Westfield Homes and
TAmarack Homes. Eventual
ly,the community will provide
homes priced from less than
$100,000.00 to more than
$500,000 including homesite.
FishHawk Ranch is being
developed by FishHawk Com
munities Limited Partnership, a
joint venture of Genstar Land
Co. and FishHawk Investment
Fund Ltd.
Genstar, a 50-year-old San
Diego-based company, has
developed numerous master
planned communities across
the country and in Canada.
Aside from FishHawk Ranch,
it has domestic and internation
al holdings of more than
20,000 acres worth $400 mil
lion. Currently, Genstar sells
more than 3.500 homesites per
:ar.
Principals of FishHawk
vestment Fund Ltd. are affilied with Tampa-based Shini
ng Cross Co., which has cre
ed communities in the Tampa
ay area fbr 40 years.
John Heagney Public Reta
ins has been serving its

/

ients worldwide for more
ian 15 years, and is one of the
ampa Bay area’s laigest pub; relations agencies-accord-.
ig to Tampa Bay Business

PLEASE
' SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

Lowe's of Ocala
3535 SW 36th Ave.
(352)237-7600

Monday - Thursday: 7am - 9pm
Saturday: 7am - 9pm
and Sunday: 8:30am - 7pm
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CHURCH NEWS
Gospel Sing And
Emmanuel Christian New Philadelphia
Prayer
Tower
Community Church
Seminar-At-Sea
Fellowship
Day on Sunday, July 26 at

ting the anointing of Holy

quality and spiritual quantity.,
The holiness of Brandi’s

1958 49th St So., St Peters
burg. The speaker fbr 11:15

Spirit will be focus of procla

prophetic offering was a

come join the fun at Vacation

mation for Sunday morning

blessed job to behold. The
church family is grateful to

Bible School, July 27-31,
1998 from 6:30-8:30 p.m.

For transportation or infor
mation, please call 321-0670
(10:30-3:30) or 896-9208, ask

visitors and friends present to
support God’s children and

nightly.

for Sis. Marilyn Welch.

The speakers for the 6:00 pm
service will be Minister Con
nie Fuller and Missionary

Emmanuel Qiristian Fel
lowship invites you to attend

all to .join us this Sunday for
Youth Day.-The church school
' begins at 9:00 amfollowed by
our Morning Worship Seivice
at 10:30 am. The Youth Qioir
will reader the music under
the direction of Minister Isaac:
Ruffin. Sunday will be “come
dressed as you are day,” but

understanding of Holy Spirit’s

Eloise Lindsey. Come and

anointing will be shared by

small study groups to help

experience a day of .praise,
worship, deliverance, healing,

believers., Members are
reminded to bring Bible every

believers identify and develop
their God-given spiritual gifts.

prophecy, and God’s living
word. You will be blessed,
where Franklin Evans, Sr. is
the Pastor.

Sunday.
The supernatural phenom
ena of Holy Spirit’s anointed
presence was witnessed by
worshippers present for Childten/Youth Sunday. Speaker

The scriptural basis for this

delegates this year to represent
Bethel.
Sis. Betty Thompson,
President of the Qass Leader’s
Council did an outstanding job
with the program on last Sun
day’ Qass Leader’s Day. The
Bethel family wish to thank

will deliver the spoken word.
The Board of Christian Educa

• Monday, Boy Scouts 6:30

tion will be leaving immediafely following our morning

• Tuesday, Bible Study 7:00

worship service for Qiristian

Pentecost period. Testimonial

iW ©eginnmgs”

*$b»4a Jhbitftm

813*887-9427

the premier cruise

lades are extended teachers

Spirit gave utterance through
this young, gifted, spiritual

and students, for faithful com
mitment and attendance to

The Merciful Benefactor,

vessel, a message spiritually
discernible as having come

Sunday morning Wisdom

The Merciful Redeemer

from God. The reverent awe
which mesmerized all hearers

aged to commence praise and

was divine, evidence of an

The Nesbitts and others:
The Gospel Sing and
Seminar at-Sea is planned for
December 11-14,1998 aboard

Brandi Williams. The Holy

Oceanic aka “The Big Red*
Boaf’.
The ship leaves Port
Canaveral, Florida at 5:00
pjn., Friday, Ded. 11th for
Nassau * 'and returns .to
Canaveral at 7:00 a.m. Mon
day Dec. 14,1998.
For information/reservations call 867-7069,867-5189,
323-9431,323-1784.’Toll free
outside of Tampa Bay (888)
6n-Gm. Call to find cut hQw
your ministry can benefit from
this or other fundraisers.

lines,

All NatiOns Church Of Ged By Faith
V 3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
- 327-5926 * 327-2656
Sunday School....... ............................9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
......... .
1 rb.m.
Night Worship ........... ..................... . .7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class
.............. ............. 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting....................... 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service..................... ..,........ 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ................
.11 a.nv
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

- Wlewiag

With Allah's Name,

School. Members are encour

Masjid Al-Muminin

worship by attending church
school every week.

Sing and Seminar-at Sea.
• Featured guest,will be
Minister Myron A Harmon,
Lydia Goodin, Pres. Florida

^wtte ^eves

for morning was 12 year-old

l» is mu

with an old fashioned Gospel

Tia Murphy, Janelle Graveley,

Weddhsg asd 9arty ^asultaats

erend Maiy Wheeler- Jones
and Minister Edward Nesbitt
will coordinate this spiritual

Bridge Buildeis Min
istries, Inc. presents their Fust
Annual. Ministries Benefit

Gospel Radio. Announcers for
- the event will be Steve Wilson,

study is I Peter 4:10. The rev

Islamic Services

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.
3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete

anointed presence in sacred

THE FAMILY THAT
PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.,
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Friendship

• Wednesday, Noon Day Bible
Study, Choir Practice, 7:00
• Thursday, Youth Church,

Missionary Baptist

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Mprning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Education Congress in Day
tona Beach, Floiida. We are ' 6:00
blessed to be able to cany ten

of all ages and their parents to

adventure.
Children education acco

her and all the class leaders for
a job well done. Vacation
Bible School was a success
and all in attendance were
bless with God’s love.
Our Weekly Activities

come looking for a blessing
from Heaven. Pastor Dawkins

worship seivice. Pastor will
resume sermon series on
anointing during this post-

youth.
Plans are being made for

Bethel A.M.E.
Chureh
The
Bethel
A.M.E.
Church Family wish to invite

The church is located at
1137-37th Street South, St.
Petersbuig, IL.

Activating and transmit

am service will be Evangelist
Mary Alice Butler-Johnson.

Mary Alice s
Butler-Johnson

The Prayer Tower Church
of God in Qirist invites youth

our 4th Sunday’s Women’s

(813) 906-8300

• Friday, Love Feast, 7:00

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

, issionary 1

FRIDAY

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Cliurcli
1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship-11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

■

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45-a.m.

John A. Evans,. Sr.

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

oroerop service
Sun.
Sun.
8ug.
$>JO.
Sun.

: Sues.

The Church Where Everyone is welcome

e

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869

321-3545

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue

St. Petersburg, FL

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study .............. ........................7;00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.................... ...........................................6:30 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service........ .11:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................................930 a.m.

Sunday School............... .............. .

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)..... .7:00 p.m.

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

Morning Worship.... ............... ......... 11:00 a.m.

"WE ARE. THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS

Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2830

- 22nd Avenue S outh •- St. Petersburg, Florida

33712

10th Street Church Of God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship......... ..11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study........................ .. ..... .7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)...6:00 p.m.

(813) 327-8560

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

9:00 AM........................ ;..................................... .. . .................. Prayer Time
9:30 AM.
............................................. .......................... Sunday Sckool
11:00 AM............................................................................ ...... Worshif
12:30 PM. . . . ........................................................After Service Fellowsh'’'
• Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Sunset

You are invited lo share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and c

WEDNESDAY

Christian community for everyone

KINGDOM BUILDERS'CHRIS I IAN FELLOWSHU
“r4 Pioce fon SedwMots, SeunstiftceMo"., emd S&wieel"
Sunday Worship Service 1:30pm - 3:00pm
l, Thursday Bible Study
7:00pm - 9:00pm
We are TEMPORARILY
located at Lakewood U.C.C.
2601 54th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

LEWIS W? EDWARDS
M.A., M.DIV.. D. Min.

Hew 'Philadelphia Community Church
72jc Reverend Don A.

Pastor-Counselor

ELIM Junior Acaidemy & Day Care Center

„ ■

W3& PM

Sunday Worship
■Sunday School............. 10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship .......11:30 am Evening Worship............6:00 pm

Residence: 894-5094

Early Morning Worship...................... 8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

AM

FIRST Mt. PILGRIM ’EVANGELIST
MISSIONARY Baptist Church, INC.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

C

.

1OO PM
■ 4 AS

KWO

REV, FRE0 L MAXWELL, PASTOR

Travelers Rest
MlSSlONARY BAPTlST
hurch
2183 - 22nd Avenue South

»

7:30 AM
9:30 AM
JfcGO AM >

ftei uiid $ttt&

“The Church That's Moving’Forward Together”

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

fcriy Morninv
Surxkay schoii. &
Cioss?
Motnina Sm®,
Communion S»ytc» (fr Sunstav>'
8.T.U " ■

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

Q.

2O25tKCeMrOlB
2025 W. Central Bird.

Gasldn, Pastor

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P, O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, HL 33733

Rev. Edward V. March. Pastor

J PETER 3:13

1 PETER 3:13

813-822-8245

Nondenominational, multiracial, casually-dressed, congregation of believers who put Faith in Ac

Wisdom'School 9:50 AM * Morning Warship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006
Minister Robert Clemons

Sunday Morning Bible Class..........................9:00a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.............................10:30a.m.
Ladies BibleClass Monday ............ .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class . ..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

IDeacon Ministry..................... ,. ♦........................... ......................................Deacon Edward Nesbittl
[Finance Ministry
........................... ..
.............................................................. James Robinson|
IChildren & Youtb Ministiy................... ..................
. ............................ ..
Joyce Robinson I
|Clerk Ministry ................................
....... Wyvonnia McGee |

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

~A-ChurchWlth Passion For God suad Compassion For People"

Schedule of Services

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Si inday worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

,
~_

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the. Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Morning -Worship

;

11 a.m.

Baptist Training Union.................... • • • •

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

Proble. .ts
> • Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participatiorr* Youth Ministry

Church School . ............................... •'..................... 9:30 a.m.

• • .5 p.m.

Evening Worship ■ . . .... . ............................... 6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday-.-.

................ • D p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.”
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CHURCH NEWS
Greater IVIt. Zion 7VIVIE
On Saturday, July 181998
at 11:00 ajn. Greater Mt. Zion
Fellowship Hall was the place
to be. As part of the 12th
Anniversary celebration for
■the Inspirational Choir, a
Hal/Luncheon was held. The
event was very well attended,
. with about 60 persons enjoy
ing hours of fellowship, praise,
food and fun.
Ms. Sharon Heaven, the
coordinator of the hats show

will be rendered by the
Richaidson Special Chorus at
the. 7:30 a.m. service, and the
Youth Choir will give song
service during the 11:00 a.m.
woiship.
‘
On Wednesday evening,
July 29th at 7:00 p.m “Love
Feast” will be observed. Tha
breaking of Bread will be
administered and Pastor
Robinson will bring the mes
sage of inspiration.

Sharon Heaven.
Coordinator

ing provided an eye-catching,
colorful selection of hats to be

Come join in as we make

worn for casual and dress-up
occasions.
Our narrator for this event

preparation for Holy Commu
nion during our First Sunday
Services.

was Sis. Julia Wilcox, who is a
‘hat wearer, delighted our
souls with encouraging words

Qn July 26th at 4:00 p.m.
the “OJLNicks Women Mis
sionary Society” will sponsor

and presented each model
with style, grace and detail.

a cakeless cake sale, come out
and find out what a treat it is.
Our doors are always open

This year’s celebration
was a success and filled with
pleasure.

to all and we continue to

. Hats off to the Inspira
tional Choir for a job well

one to join us in our weekly
services.

done!!!
Pastor Charles Robinson
and the Mt Zion church fami
ly invite you to join us for wor

Monday, Bible Study at
6:00 pm and Wednesday, Vin

extend an invitation to every

Inspirational Choir Members

Julia Wilcox.
Narrator

tage/Bible Study at 11:00 a.m.
with Prayer Meeting at 7:30

ship services at 7:30 an. and
11:00 a.m. with Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m. Pastor

pan.

July Calendar

Robinson will deliver the mes

• 26th - O.L. Nicks Missionary
Society Cake Sale 4:00 pm.

sage at both services. Music

•29th - Love Feast - 7:00 pan.

Ple&iAnt Cjmue MiAAAoMGSuf, li&ptiAt Gltutuclt

Bealsville Church Of God
2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads

Early Morning Worship...................................................... 7:00 a.m
Sunday School .............. ................................................... .%..9:30 a.m
Morning Worship.............!....................................... ........10:50 a.m
Baptist Training Union.............................................. ........ 430 p.m
Communion................................................ 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.............................................. ............730 p.m,

Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

The Holy Ghost Chureh of Cod
Purchased With Hls Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

st. Petersburg. FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey. Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School
...................................10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship.................. ...................11:30a.m.
YPWW................ ..................... ..................... 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship...... .. — ....... ~~ 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

St. Joseph Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
CatholiC DioCese of St. Petersburg

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3*186
Morning Worship................................................................. .
Sunday

School

8:00

..............................................................................9:30

Mid-Morning Worship

..........•............................................. 11:00

a.r
a.r
a.r

Sunday Services Are At:
10:00 a.m. Gospel Choir

Baptist Training Union................................................................5:00 p.r
Bible

Study/Prayer Service .......................Thursday 7:30 p.r

Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ............ .......................... 6:00 p.r

First. Mt. Zlon
Missionary Baptist Chprch
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
3:00 a,m. ...
.. .Morning Service
3:45 a.m...
.... .Sunday SchOOl
il:00 a.m. .................... WOrship Service
5:00 p.m. _______.... ............ • B TU-

Come join us at tbe Church where everyone is Welcome!

Order of Service from the

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412
Except God build the

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Ps. 127:1

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. warren, Pastor

Sunday School .........9:30 a.m.
Morning worship . ... .11:00 a.m.

Bethel Community JX
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S.» St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services

GRACE

CENTER

service

w

Sunday School
9:30- 10:30

7

i

p

I

rnone
(813) 328-9412

Sunday Sdiool................ ..8:45 a.m.
Worship Servioe

...........10 a.m,

NURSERYAND
a^S5^'s

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

AVAILABLE

Bible Study......... . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Father Callist Nyambo

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.ni. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m,
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

house they labor in
vain that build it.

African-American Catholic Hymnal

Stewart-I som MemoriaL Christian Methodist
episcopaL Church

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory”

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed, NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR
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CHURCH NEWS
Local Resident Gives
Praises To God For
Her Blessings
utes to produce and market
their work through writing
techniques, copywriting, per
forming and promoting origi
nal gospel music.
Debra has always had the
inspiration of music and song
in heart, and if you know her
mother, Sis. Keys of Queen
Street Church . of God In
Christ, where Debra grew up

Debra Thompson
PENSACOLA-Bom and
raised in the city of St. Peteis
burg, Debra Keys-Thompson
remembers quite well her
roots, her upbringing, the
word of God and the beautiful
voice of her mother, Sis.
Keys.
Debra now lives in Pen
sacola, FL with her husband
. James

and

two

sons,

Parrish and Jarrod. Very often
she returns home to visit her
mother and father, Robert and
Betty Keys, sisters, brother-inlaw, Glen Thompson and
other family and friends. It is
always a wonderful treat to be
in the presence of Debra as she
smiles and talks much about
the wonders and goodness of
God.
Over the years, and I guess
it comes naturally, Debra’s
desire to serve God has grown
and through that growth, she
has been blessed to be able to
reach out to others in helping
them unveil their musical writ
ing skills and abilities.
Very active in her church
in Pensacola, Holy Alternative

- you’d understand why.
Every year the Gospel
Songwriters Workshop has
drawn individuals from the St.
Petersbuig/Tampa
area,
Atlanta, Cincinnati as well as
attracting gospel legends such
as Bobby Jones, BeBe and
CeCe Winans and others.
This year the Gospel
Songwriters Workshop will be
held the weekend of October
2-3,1998 in Pensacola. Those
attending can expect great
opportunities and a weekend
of fellowship. There will be a
chance .to'meet individuals in

Moore’s Chapel In Retrospect
Rev. M. Mason Walker, Femander Ross 864-3428,
and Moore’s Chapel Church Saturday Evenings before
femily welcome -you to their
services this 4th Sunday in
. July, the 26th, during both ser
vices. 8:00 am., the sermon
will be delivered by Sister Ira
Whitson. 11:00 am the sermon
will be delivered by Rev.
Walker . The Stewardess
Board and the Usher Board
will serve. For transportation
to. church please contace
Willie F. Bryant 894-6067,
Saturday evenings before
10:00 pm.
The E.M. Blocker Male
Chorus will sponsor breakfast
immediately following the
8:00 am service.
Qiurch school will begin
at 9:30 am with Superinten
dent Mose Phillip Bell, in
chaige assisted by Assistant
Superintendent
Jamie

I had just moved into this
new neighboihood and I was
trying to get acquainted with

10:00 p.m.

Services/Meetings/
Rehearsals/ Events

all the new people. A friend of
mine, a jump-master from Ft.

• Noon Day Prayer Service
Wednesdays 12:00 Noon

Bragg, asked me one morning
.if I wanted him to take me on

• Prayer Meeting^ Bible Study
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m.
• Steward Board Meeting,

a guided tour of the‘hood’and
quite naturally I said, “Let’s

Tuesday July 21st, 7:00 p.m.
• African Freedom Singers
Rehearsals, Thurdays
• Moore’s Chapels 74th
Anniversaiy Phase II will be
celebrated August 23rd.

will be held Sept. 18-20th, in
St. Simons Island, Ga. The
contact persons are First lady
Dr. Delceda. Walker, Sister
Delores ross and Jamie
Wilburn.

Yard Sale will be held Satur

Proverbs 28:4-7, 8-10,
Proveibs 28:13. lhe lesson
entitled ‘The Law - Abiding
life”. For transportation to

day, August 8th. Contact
Y.P.D.
Director
Sandra
Williams and Sister Delores
Baker.

church school please contact

the music industiy which will
include record companies,

UIE WELCOME VOUR

DJs, production executives,
musicians and well-known

He had a huge grin and the
food was smelling excellent,
so I stood in line. When it was
my turn to accept my plate, I
gave him the usual hello and
offered him a small sum in
exchange for the food. The

go.” He took me to this huge
tree and we all sat out trading

people eveiy Sunday and he

war stories, like old veterans
do. It was On a Sunday and I
ain’t gonna lie, I was waiting

doesn't accept payment
because as God provides for
him, so he provides for his sis
ters and brothers, it was a mir

strangest thing happened. I got
so involved in conversation,

acle!
I sat down beside fee
Jumpmaster and ate. We

until time just flew, Then all of

looked at each other and

a sudden, I felt myself getting

For the past four years
Debra has been responsible
for coordinating the Gospel
Songwriters Workshop held in
Pensacola.
The Gospel Songwriters
Workshop was an idea of hers
given to her by God and
designed to help individuals

Each Wednesday and Thursday
9:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

Stewart-Isom
Memorial

smiled. When I was finished I
went back to fee truck and

Sunday, August 2nd is
“Friends Day” at StewartIsom Memorial CME Church,

tional Bible studies. All mem
beis are encouraged to bring

ure out what I wanted to go
home and thaw out for dinner.

thanked this man in fee cow
boy hat for reminding me that

located at 1820 Walton Street
South.

This buck pulled up. I thought
it was just another Brother1

it is of fee utmost importance

This special day is set aside
. for fee church to recognize its

feat we remember to share
with each other. That we
remember to be concerned for

coming to chew the fat. But
then I noticed that People start
ed lining up beside the buck.
As I watched in amazement.

cared less what type of people

The same guy in a cowboy
hat, started issuing out plates

we were because he wasn’t
there to judge. Just to love, as

of food and I tell you, I was

you grow in God, fee Holy
Spirit will teach you all things.

hungiy and all but my curios

each other. He could have

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Debra gives credit and
praise to God for the success

Antioch Church

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

she’s had in doing something

feeir friends and meet other
friends as we demonstrate fee
love feat we read about Acontinental breakfast will be
served. Then at 11:00 a.m.,
Pastor Cal Hopkins will bring

members’many friends. The
public is cordially invited to
celebrate feis day wife us.

fee Word of God.

Beginning at 9:30 a.tn., the
Sunday School hour will offer

tact the Stewart-Isom Memor
ial Church office at 327-0593.

For more information con

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

she loves. “God has also

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 *15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Daily Prayer (M-F) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
“All Are Welcome" • “Bring 4 Friend”

blessed me with a very sup
portive husband who encour
ages me 110% along with the
help of so many others:
For more details on the

Gospel Songwriters Work
shop ‘98, call (850) 476-2941.

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St Petersburg. FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455

, (Howard Johnson’s)

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School...........................................10:00 AM
Morning Worship.......... ........... ................11:00 AM

a

Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
............................. ........... ......Tuesday 7:30 RM
Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"
rt

Weekly Services ’
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

----------------------------------------------- —--------—
Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Baptist Training Union........ 5 p.m.

:First Baptist Institutional Church:

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

;
:

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

We welcome you at all times.

•

Phone:323-7518
Rev. Wayne

4i9 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPVWV 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service'6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

--

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phbne: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School................... '................................................9:30
Morning Worship................................................. ..
.11:00
Youth Bible Study.....................................................Wed. 6:30
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ..................Wed. 7:00

am
am
pm
pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

G.

I

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Thompson, Pastor

• Sunday School - 9:30 a.M.
•
:• Morning WOrship - ll:OO a.m.
;

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
Sunday Worship ..................... ................ .10:30 a.iri.
Sunday School ............................................. 9;gg a m
•Prayer Service/Bible Study .......__ .Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ............Thurs. 6:00 p.m.
Tutoring
.......... .Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.
The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Come Worsh!p With
First BAptist FAMILY

the

Welcome... This church opens ‘wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Churdi Of God In Christ

.9:30 a.m.

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Evening Worship............. 6 p.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

......................... ..................................... ...

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Morning Worship......................... . .10:45 a.m.

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck

Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship...........,............... .................................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................... ................................... 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship............. .................................... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed....... ........ ......... 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School....................... .............. 9:30 a.m.

77m Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

Morning Worship............................... ...............................................
. .11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ............................................................................
5-00 p m
Evening Worship................................................................................................6:00 p.m.

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland. Pastor

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Choir Rehearsal... 11.00 a.m.

Sunday Services

Macedonla Freewlll Baptlst Church

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Bible Class.................. 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

who have songwriting attrib

Tuesday Evening

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal.............. 5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study.........7:30 p.m,
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.

Rev. Fleming la.rver, Pastor

10:30 AM..................PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ................ SUNDAY
9:00 AM.................................. CHURCH SCHOOL........................ . .SUNDAY
5:00 PM............................. FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM........................................ BIBLE STUDY..............................TUESDAY
6:00 .PM..................................PRAYER SERVICES ........................ TUESDAY
7:30 PM...:
................ MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL...............THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Church School..... ...9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....t1:00 a.m
B.T.U........................5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship . 6 00pm

•1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

warks of the Lord, espe
cially His creation, man
kind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe nil
a child’s face...the beau
ty of enduring love...
these are all revelations
of that Spirit which cre
ated each and every one
of us. How often do you
think of thanking God
for all that He has given
you?

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

How wonderful are the

munity

Alzheimer's or other forms of dementia

a time of fellowship and spe
cial events rather than tradi

uses a lot of her time and ener
port the church and the com

1820 Walton Street South
(727) 327-0593

talents.

Church of God in Christ, she
gy with projects to help sup

Hands of Relief, Inc. of
Stewart-Isom Memorial
C.M.E.Church

August 2 is
“ Friends Day”

. an appetite. Before I could fig

• Moore’s Chapels YJP.D.

ity compelled me to go over
and see just who this man was.

man shocked me by saying
feat he does feis for free for fee

for one o’ clock, so that I could
make the beer run. Then the

• Moore’s chapels Sisteis to
Sisters Prayer Ministiy Retreat

Wilburn. The lesson is taken
from

by Kathv.E, Simmons______

ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a m

9:00 a.m.

Morning ^orship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p m
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
K

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, boy scouts, private school.

Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 HourS) 822-1936 "Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
7
,

("The church iuith a heart in the heart ofthe city")
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"Mane-

5 Years And 500 Graduates Through
L.A. Urban League Partnership

'Heun

Bethel
Metropolitan
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'Zeta Phi’ From Pg 1.
sorority sisters kept coming to

University, a wonderfully sup
portive family at home, and an
excellent staff at Zeta head

me because they felt I could
bring the sorority some fresh
ideas that would lead in a new

quarters in Washington.”
Perhaps because service ha
such deep roots in her femily

direction.”
Under her administration,
The Saturday Academy for
Conflict Resolution and Anger
Management has become one

tree, Dr. Carpenter has come to
believe that it is African Amer

(327-0554) for more details.

of Zeta’s major initiatives
focusing chi what she consid
ers the “veiy serious national

at 9:30 am. During the 11:00

You may register your
child(ren) between the hours
of 10:00 am - 5:00 pm, Mon
day through Friday.

personal
empowerment.
“When I ask sisters, both
inside and outside of Zeta, how

am service, the ordinance of
baptism will be observed. The

Our annual Old Fashioned
Fun Filled Family Fish Fry

Praise Team, Sanctuary, Male
Ministry Choir and Youth

will be held on the church

Pastor Lyons and the
church family invite you to
join us for services at 8:00 and
11:00 am, and Sunday School

Usher Board will serve.
Our Wednesday night
Faith Service will be observed
on July 29. The ordinance of
Holy Communion will be
administered and Pastor
Lyons will bring the message
of inspiration. All Deacons
and Deaconess are expected to
be in uniform and in their
respective places. Transporta
tion is available for adults and
• children. (327-0554).
You are encouraged to
attend our Thursday Noon
Day Bible Study 12:00 to 1:00

Naomi Dunbar and her com

age by September 1, 1998.
Registration has begun, and

with a One Day Revival, fea

ple and the problems that

make a tremendous difference
in your own life and those of

turing the Rev. Dr. Roland J.

affect us all.”
Dr. Carpenter’s emphasis

the people around you.
This bright, eloquent, ener

Motor Sales, U.SA President
and CEO Yoshio Ishizaka, Los

on community service is also
reflected in her professional

getic and attractive Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority and community

Angeles Councilman, 8th Dis
trict, Mark Ridley-Thomas,

and- femily life. At Southern

leader concluded the interview
with a smile and a comment

Hill of Keene, Texas. The cul
minating event for the day
begins at 5:00 pm and will
highlight teaching, preaching
God. We anticipate each
to be in attendance, bring your
femily, neighbors and fiiends
and be open to receive God’s
blessings.
Calendar
• July 29, July Birth.month
Observation
• July 31, Old Fashioned Fish

at 5:00 pm;
•Business Meetings are held
quarterly at 7:00 p.m.;
•Young
Adult
Choir
Rehearsal, eveiy 4th Wednes
day before the fifth Sunday at
5:30 p.m.

deeper, in-depth study of

If you are seeking a church
home, we extend Traveler’s

God’s Word. Come and join in

Rest to you. We are the church

with us as we allow the spirit
to teach us what thus saith the

where Qirist is the center of
attraction and the word of God

Lord.

is preached!

DtherActivities Include:

Transportation is available
for Sunday Services and any

•Mid-day Bible Study, eveiy
Thursday at 11:00 a,m.;
•Mass Choir Rehearsal, Tues

other services by calling the
church at 822-4869 no later

day and Thursday at 7:00

than 12:00 noon on Saturday

P-m.;
•CYYA Choir Rehearsal, 3rd

and leaving a message.

and 4th Saturday at 10:00
a.m.;
•Evangelism Ministry, 1st and
3rd Saturday at 10:00 a.m.;
•Missionary Society and Cir
cles, 3rd Thursday at 7:00;
•Board of Christian Educa
tion, 2nd Saturday at 11:00
a.m.;
•Pulpit Ade Ministry, 2nd
Thursday at 7:00 pm.;
•Young Adult Ministiy, 3rd
Saturday at 5:00 p.m.;
•Deacons and Deaconess
Ministry, 1st Saturday at 10:00
a.m.;
•New/Reclaimed members
Ministiy, every Sunday at 9:30

motive Training Center (ATC)
recently celebrated five years
of providing automotive ser
vice training "to unemployed

in 1993 by the Los Angeles

Because of the tremen
dous success of the Cottage,
Prayers held during the cele
bration of our Church’s 54th
Anniversaiy, Pastor Browne
along with the Evangelistic

Urban League and Toyota
Motor Sales, U.SA, more
than 500 students have gradu

and Los Angeles Urban
League President John Mack.

members to attend a public
meeting on Wednesday, July
29, 1998 from 7:00 pjn. to
9:00 pjn at the First Christian
Church Fellowship Hall.
Those who attend will be
able to visualize the Gulf-toBay of the future, as conceptu
al plans for this vital corridor
will be presented.
The revitalization of Gulfto-Bay Boulevard is a key
component in the City’s blue
print, “One City, One Future”.
Resident, business owners,

Drew Street in Qearwater. '

research.

DeConti was previously
Chief of Oncology at the

Albany Veterans Administra
tion Medical Center. He
received his medical degree’
from Yale University in New
Haven, Conn., and completed
fellowships in medical oncolo
gy and pharmocology at Yale
as well.
DeConti has been on the
faculty at the University of
South Florida as professor of
Medicine since 1993.
Moffitt, a National Cancer
Institute designated cancer

pany (Sprint) including a vol-

when a company changes a

telecommunications compa
nies; one for apparent slam
ming violations and the other

consumer’s telephone compa
ny without permission.
In addition to its monetary
settlement offer, Sprint will

for operating without a certifi
cate.
The Commission accepted

also.

,

Monitor sales and verifica
tion calls;

a settlement offer proposed by
Sprint Communications Com

Provide a toll-free number

Use its Slamming Action
Prepaid Phone Cards
Center to investigate and
PSC certificationJn its
resolve slamming complaints; settlement offer, BFM also pro-

pany representatives
employees.
The Commission

and

you can to help as many peo
ple as you can. Enjoy life to the

'

fullest, A the end of the day,
close the chapter on that day

“I am accustomed to time
management and oiganiza
tion,” Dr. Carpenter says. “I

and look forward with enthusi
asm to another day.”

have a good staff at Southern

Gladiators Foot
Ball- Cheerleader
Registration
ST. PETERSBURG-Registration and physicals for the
Gibbs Junior Gladiators Football/Cheerleading Teams will
be held on Saturday, July 25,

time will be from 10 ajn. 5:00 p.m.
We will also have a physi
cian present at that time giving
physicals for a small fee.

1998 at the Wildwood Com
For more information call
munity Center located at Lou Brown at 327-1234 or
2650-10th Avenue South. The Mary Jones at 327-3993.

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon - TC.B. - Bantu

Hires Haipstyling
,

3427 - lltk Avenue Nortk
St. Peterskurg, FL-33713
Telepkono: 323-8649

lil.uk Owned &
Operated
21 Years

h101™8,

Both settlements will be
also Emitted to the State of Flori
da’s General Revenue Pnnrl ’

Star 16

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

mation.
Cottage Prayeis will begin

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

at Rev. Browne’s home on
Thuisday, July 23, 1998 at
7:30 pm. Al membeis are
encouraged to attend.

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.

.

Designer of Fine Jewelery

Repairs while you wait;
The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only

Row B Dooch 23-27

your very best, and as much as

procedure to reduce the occur- l°meis wh° present dishonored
rence of keying errors by com- car^s within the next six

notify Sis.Betty Andrews or
Pastor Browne for more infor

1-95 North Exit 128'.

whatever you have to do, do

implement a double keying P°se£l 1° reimburse any cus-

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

Jacksonville, FL

bilities.

vo^ recently to accept $7,000

part in this ministiy please

Pager 876-3145

reflecting her philosophy of
life. “ I believe every day,

munity service a required three
credit hour course where stu
dents volunteer 60 hours
directly aiding new responsi

and research facility dedicated
to the prevention and cure of

untary
contribution
of for complaints received regard- settlement offered proposed by
$150,000. Slamming occurs ing slamming.
BFM International (BFM) for

mission voted today to accept
settlement proposals by two

concrete step at a time will

Univeisity, one of her major
innovations was making com

cancer.

to local telephone companies

positive, cohesive-and unified
way. Even taking one small

center is a 162-bed hospital

$157,000 In
Settlements Accepted
TALLAHASSEE-The
Florida Public Service Com

about tragedies like teenage
violence and do something in a

Featuring

Prayers on a monthly basis.
Anyone interested in taking

Master Jeweler &

(904) 696-7690

community support were
(from left) Los Angeles Mayor
Richard Riordan, Toyota

Ministiy offers the Cottage

Custom Jewelry

Master Jeweler

successful careers in the auto
motive industry. Showing their

TAMPA-Ronald DeCon
ti, M.D. a medical oncologist,
investors, and other stakehold
has been appointed to Medical
ers are encouraged to come to
Director of H. Lee Moffitt
this forum to view artistic ren
Cancer Center and Research
derings of Clearwater’s “Cen
Institute.
tral Boulevard” and to hear
DeConti has been Deputy
updates from city staff.
Medical
Director
since
Public Works Administra-. December 1995. He will
tor Rich Baier notes, “Public ‘ assume responsibility for day
involvement is the key to real
to day hospital operations,
izing the promise of Qearwa
including medical staff ser
ter, ‘One Qty, One Future’.
vices, credentialing and hospi
This meeting is an oppor
tal inpatient services.
tunity to be part of the excite
In his new role, he will also
ment! Please be sure to join us
promote an integrated onco
on the 29th.
logic group practice and clini
First Christian Church Fel
cal research programs to pro
lowship Hall is located at 2299
vide bridging with basic

Redesign your old gold andjewelry:-

Charlie Akins

ated, with many going on to

Citizens Invited DeConti Appointed
To Learn About To Medical Director
Gulf-To-Bay
Of Moffitt
Revitalization
water City Manager Mike
Roberto invites community

by Morning Worship at 11:00
am.

lowed by Bible Study session.
This session is designed for a

and underemployed people.
Since the ATC was established

CLEARWATER-Clear-

beginning with Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m., followed

held on Wednesday evening

LOSANGELES-IheLos
Angeles Uiban League Auto

Fiy

am.
•Senior Citizen’s Fellowship,
every 4th Thursday at 6:30
pm.;
•Young
Adult
Ushers
Rehearsal, eveiy 3rd Saturday

beginning at 7:00 p.m. with
praise "and woiship service fol

personal actualization by just
talking. We must move
beyond just being concerned

numbers, but in terms of the
creative and innovative work
for our chapters in public ser
vice, dealing directly with peo

Traveler's Rest
Missionary Baptist

Our Mid-Week Service is

of workshops on finding prac
tical solutions to real problems.

‘phenomenal woman.’ Well,
you don’t achieve that level of

On August 2,1998, begin
ning with the 8:00 am worship
service, we will kick-off our
Victory Sunday Campaign

you may call the church office

Pastor D.Franklin Browne
and the members graciously
invite you to our spirit-filled
services held each Sunday

Maya Angelou describes as a

Dr. Carpenter said, “My
own vision for the sorority is
one of growth, not only in

member of the churdi family

dent must be five (5) yeais of

ence, scheduled for Atlanta,
Geoigia, July 18-24, is leader
ship and service, with a series

dar and Join us in this Christ
ian Family camaraderie.

urday for Midday Prayer
Hour, 12:00 to 1:00 pm.

Wednesday, August 19. Stu

they would like to see them
In addition, a major compo-. selves, many tell me that they
nent of Zeta Phi Beta’s '78th
would like to become the type
National Leadership Confer
of strong female that poet

mittee has scheduled activities
for all ages. Mark your Calen

and singing, all to the Gloiy of

accepted for the Bethel Metropolitan Christian School 199899 school year that begins

problem” of teenage violence.

grounds Friday, July 31 fiom
5:30 - 8:30pm. Coordinator,

pm. Bring your Bible and
writing tools. Meet us this Sat

Applications are being

ican women’s best route to

- Hillary Williams
■

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life, She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers, Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
* ALB. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations,
FOR .AI A' I- RIISING C\ LI.

Rinita ANUhrson, Sales Manager327-9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

Office: 327'WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711
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ENTERTAINMENT
"lc Opining Value ot Black Celebrity
Dolittle t may even have the
world by the tail.

NEW YORK-Luck

is

when preparation meets oppor
tunity. While pondering how to

monopoly control
leagues and venues.

of the changed the shape ofAmerican

Eddie Murphy stars in Dr.
At the turn of the century,
Dolittle and also toplines Ossie frame a column on the declin “the most famous colored man
Davis and Oliver Platt and ing value of Black celebrity, I in the world” was minstrel
Betty Thomas who directs.
looked ahead in the supermar artist Bert Williams. Williams
This is a completely update ket checkout line one recent was a Stanford • University
of the 1967 version of Dr. Satuiday morning to see come engineering student who began
Dolittle which starred Rex Har dian Chris Rock on the cover of performing on San Francisco
rison in the role of a physician Vanity Fair dressed as a min stages for tuition and became
who can talk and sing to ani strel.
the epitome of the blackface
mals.
There isn’t much more to comedy act with partner
When David saw Eddie say about that than to invite you
Murphy in “The Nutty Profes to look at it for yourself. Just
sor”, he realized he had found don’t buy a ,copy. No reason
his new Dr. Dolittle. “It was they should profit from this

Eddie Murphy
Eddie Muiphy does it again in fighting the invading Huns.
at movie theaters eveiywhere. Mulan had the biggest Disney
He now has two hits “Dr. Dolit debut since Toy Stoiy.
tle” and “Mulan” both ofwhich
With Dr. Dolittle on the
has earned an estimated $50 other hand, you have animals
million in ticket sales over the talking, their mouths moving,
last four weeks.
thanks to the clever use of com
In Mulan, Murphy pro puter-generated special effects.
vides the voice for a wisecrack
In most cases, Dr. Dolittle
ing dragon, took No 2 accord has eveiything a man could
ing to industry.
want a thriving career, a beau
Mulan is based on an tiful wife and two unique
ancient Chinese stoiy about a daughters. He also is about to
girl who dresses up like a man sign the biggest financial deal
to take her ailing father’s place of his life. In other words, Dr.

Golden Globe nominations*
three Emmy Award nomina
tions, and two honors from the
National Association of The

baseball. Discover Greatness!
An Illustrated Histoiy of

ST. PETERSBURG-The continuation of fee many pro
Boys & Girls Qub of the Sun gram offered to local children
coast, Inc. will hold its Thir through fee services of fee
teenth annual fund-raiser on Boys & Girls Qubs in Pinellas
Thuisday, August 6,1998 at County. There are five loca

opportunity to share dinner
wife one of fee children. Ihis
allows fee boys and girls to be
personally aware of fee interest
feat fee community has in feeir

fee St. Peteisburg Bayfront tions: Clearwater Tarpon future, and for,fee adults to
Center. Reception beginning at Springs, Pinellas Park and two leam more about them.
6:00 p.m, dinner at 7;00 p.m. in St. Petersburg. Ihe clubs
Awards will be presented to
The guest speaker will be offer after school and summer
members from each club
Ronald D. McNeil Senior Vice programs for over 5,000 chil including fee ‘Youth of fee
President of Allstate from Cor dren in Pinellas County. From Year” Award and fee “Sir lipporate Headquarters in Chica mentoring,
tutoring
and ton Sportsmanship” Award.
go. In fee past traditionally, fee planned physical and scholastic The overall ‘Youth offee Year”
event had been known as fee programs, fee children are Award for fee county will also
Steak & Buiger Dinner, wife offered a “Positive Place for be presented by fee Coca Cola
fee young club members eating Kids.” Many of fee alumni Company.
steak, perhaps feeir first, and have gone on to become busi
“Come and enjoy an Out
fee adults receiving a buiger ness and civic leadeis of our back steak, meet Mr. Ronald D.
Through fee courtesy of Out community.
McNeil, and help support our
back Steakhouse, .everyone
Both reserved tables and most precious assets, our future
will be enjoying a steak again individual seating is available. leadeis.”
feis year.
A reserved table entitles eight
For more information
The event helps to raise adults to share an experience about fee Qubs or for reserva
awareness and funding for fee wife two club membeis. Indi tions for dinner, please contact
vidual seating includes fee Unda at 546-1032.

and Frank Robinson, fee only

Roy Rogers hadn’t lifted a
guitar
for 40 years; but he
MVP in both leagues and fee

Today our athletes and
entertainers brag about milliondollar deals, living large in

first Black big league manager, owned all rights to his name
to name one of Ihem as fee new and likeness, controlled enough
commissioner, particularly in land for his own state and built

imported cars, huge homes and
fee most stylish gear, but a clear

Geoige Walker. After Walker’s

of basketball players that
endorse its products and rival

missioner permanent although

Rogers’, money machine only

Reebok let' Los Angeles leaker

he didn’t want fee job. It is an

picked up steam when he died.

Ziegfield Follies.

center Shaquille O’Neal’s shoe
contract lapse.
The National Basketball

old coiporate recruiting trick.

On a more pedestrian level,

When fee top candidates are
Black, assert that you can’t find

us regular folks are trying to be

Association decided to lock out
its playeis after its mot success

anyone.
Our contribution to this

Europe, but couldn’t even pre
sent himself as a real person in

trend is beginning to emeige.
Nike decided to slash its roster

ful season ever because fee ath trend has been to revel in fee
letes are making too much, glamour of stardom, instead of
money. The basketball player leveraging fee access to wealth
Michael Jordan has a salary into permanent economic

the United States. Just before cap, but fee CEO Michael Jor
his death, Williams was about dan (CBS) can make as much .
to make a major break with as he wants although Air JorZiegfeld and launch his own dan’s $10 billion economic
jazz recording label. Had he impact exceeds feat of CBS.
carried through, it might have
Major league baseball

growth. The sports and enter
tainment agent system has also
been a major detriment , to our
combing resources to create
movie studios, television net
works 'or own sports teams,

like fee stars, attempting to pro
ject fee Hollywood image on
lunch box budgets.
Three-fourths of our young
men expect to play profession
al sports. Bert Williams was on
fee verge of deciding to stoR
crying fee tears of a clown.
Many of today’s acts still think
it is cool to be a fool. Actually,
it will be colder than ice if we
don’t make better use of our
success.

The Museum Of Fine Arts Looks
At Negro Leagues Baseball ----------

ST. PETERSBURG-The
ater Owneis. .
Museum celebrates fee open
So don’t miss this revival of ing season of the Tampa Bay
a favorite character and bring Devil Rays by surveying this
the femily - we know everyone important and often over
will enjoy the entertainment.
looked chapter in fee histoiy of

Boys & Girls Club Holds
Thirteenth Annual Fund Raiser

record holder and an experi going- into bankruptcy wife fee
enced clubhouse executive, death of Roy Rogers.

control of Blacks who spawned
it.

death, Williams became the
first Black performer with the

outrage.
When Williams died sud
In my 1995 book “Black denly in the 1920s, lhe Crjsis
was amazing. David knew Monday: the Aftermath of the wrote that he had died of a bro
Murphy would enable them to Million Man March,” I sug ken heart, pained with the
make the stoiy totally different gested that we were headed for knowledge that he could dine
and veiy laughable. He would a replay of the end of the 19th with the crowned heads of
century when Blacks went
Eddie Mdrphy (Dr. Dolit from being the most popular
tle) is the recipient of the jockeys, boxers, ragtime musi
NAACP lifetime Achievement cians and cyclists to an absolute
Award, two People’s Choice ban on Blacks in major league
Awards for Favorite Actor and sports or on major stages by
All-Around Entertainer, A 1910. There were no laws to
Grammy Award, two addition cany out that ban, just tight
al Grammy nominations, two

art, blues and jazz fell out of the

ignored fee appeals of Henry Contrast fee vulnerability of
“Hank” Aaron, fee home-run Black stars dodging fee IRS or

fee 50fe anniversaiy1 of Jackie his own museum complete .
Robinson’s integration of wife a stuffed Trigger and his
major league basebaU. Yet, fee dog. His trails were happy
owneis made fee acting com because he owned them. And

simply one of the funniest films
he had seen in years, and Eddie

give it a real edge.”

music. Instead, the literature,

ment and fielded some ofthe including Buck Leonard, Josh
best players of fee centuiy.
Gibson, Ray Dandridge, and
Satchel Paige was fee best Leon Day.
known and most popular play
The great players who
er in the Negro Leagues. But helped break fee color barrier
he was, by no means, fee only
are also profiled. They include
superlative player. Ihe Negro Paige, Robinson, Roy Cam
Leagues were fell of outstand panula, Larry Doby, Minnie
ing athletes, fee majority of Minoso, Willie Mays, Elston
whom did not receive fee Howard, . Henry “Hank”
attention feey deserved. In Aaron, and Ernie Banks,
1971, fee Baseball Hall of among others. Satchel Paige is

Negro Leagues Baseball is set
for July 26-September 6 and
was oiganized by fee Negro
Leagues Baseball Museum
and Smife Kramer Fine Arts Fame voted to honor players'
Services, both in Kansas City, who spent most of their careers
Missouri.
in fee Negro Leage ts. Not sur
Ihe show features ninety prisingly, Satehei Paige was
black-and-white photographs fee first selected. Since then,
and ten oversized prints, ten more have been inducted,
including one of the great

also pictured with Qeveland

and enjoyment of fee exhibi
tion, Tampa Bay actor Stephen
McGruder will play Satehei
Paige in a one-person interac
tive presentation at 3 p.m.on
fee following Sundays: July
26; August 9,16, and 30; and
September 6. Admission to
the presentation and to fee
Museum on those days is free.
Nan Colton, fee Museum’s
performing artist-in-residence,
wrote fee script.
Mr. McGruder will also

Indians’ Hall of Famer Bob
Feller. These two great fast-

portray Paige at 10 a.m.

ballers drew capacity crowds
to feeir exhibition duels.

August 29 as part of fee “Fam
ily Art Day, Kreate a Keepsake

To enhance understanding

Baseball.” Other activities

include a workshop conducted
by artist-educator Valerie Scott
Knaust and fee opportunity to
visit fee Devil Rays Express,
an eighteen-wheeler housing a
baseball exhibition. The truck
will be parked behind the
Museum until 12:30 pjn. The
Family Art Day is free for
Museum members and by
MFA admission for non-mem
bers.
The Museum is open from
10 a.m. -5 p.m. Tuesday-Satur
day and 1-5 p.m. Sunday.

pitcher Satchel Paige.
Because of prejudice and
segregation, African American
players were excluded from
fee major leagues until Jackie
Robinson signed with fee
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947. He
went on to win fee first Rook
ie of fee Year Award. African
Americans then won eight of
fee next eleven awards. Previ

Ninety Photographs

ous to this, African Americans
formed feeir own teams and

Pennants

•

1

Posted

Hall of Fame Locker Display

leagues. In spite of often prim
itive playing conditions and
enormous obstacles, teams
such as fee Kansas City Mon
archs and fee Brooklyn Royal
Giants created great excite

Creative Clay Director
Finalist For MTV Award
PETERSBURG- make positive change in feeir
Danielle Despathy has a pre-teens who have been iden
Danielle, co-director and co communities.
Bachelors of Arts degree in tified as at risk for dropping out
founder of Creative Qay Cul
The winner receives a grant Psychology from Florida State of school, and wife seniors liv
tural Arts Center, has been cho for $100,000 for feeir oiganiza University. She has been a ing in group settings. By teach
sen as one of 25 national final tion, and nine runner-ups Pinellas County resident since ing artistic expression and
ists for fee third annual ‘Do receive $10,000 grants for feeir 1992. In addition to her work at appreciation to these different

discover'greatnessi
Tuesday-Saturday
lOairinfSp.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

An Illustrated History
qr Negro Leagues Baseball

July 26)- September 6
255 Beach Drive N.E. • 813-896-2667 •• www.fine-arts.org

ST.

Something Brick Award’. The oiganizations. The winners will
award is presented to adults also be fee subject of a cover,
‘under fee age of309 who have story in Mademoiselle maga
had a positive impact on feeir zine. The ‘Do Something

Creative Qay, she also is an groups, Creative Qay has been
amateur photographer and ten able to bring feeir students back
nis player, and fee secretary of into fee conversation of our

St. Pete’s Downtown Art Asso culture.
community. Danielle has been Brick Award’ is sponsored by ciation. She will begin her
Creative Clay’s original
selected out of 500 national MTV Musical Channel, Block Masters program in fee Fall of studio and galleiy is located in

nominees. She is being flown buster and Applied Materials.
‘98 at National Lewis Univer
to New York City on Thursday,
Despathy founded Creative sity.
July 23 for a final round of Qay wife Grace Anne Coppo
Creative Qay’s Daily Arts
interviews, games, and excite la in May, 1995. Creative Clay Program teaches art of all

downtown St. Petersbuig at
333 First Street NE. Their sec
ond studio opened in Septem

ber 1996 on fee campout of
is an arts-based program which media to adults who have been Abilities of Florida, Inc., in
ment.
The ‘Do Something mis brings art to members of fee diagnosed wife developmental Qearwater. Creative Qay will
sion is to inspire, provide train community who are often disabilities or have brain be opening its third site in Dade
ing, funding and mobilization overlooked and uriderserved by injuries.The afternoon pro City this Autumn. For more
to enable young people to traditional’arts organizations.
grams work wife teenagers and information, please caU (727)
825-0515.

NEWS DEADLINE IS
4 RM. MONDAY
Are you looking for
a place to go?
Why not visit

THE ELKS LODGE?
LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE
OLDIES
Every Friday Night
9 PM until ?
1331 - 18th Avenue South

823-1169
| Hit Music by^ Lady “C

Ladies Auxiliary &
V.F.W. Post 10174
1780 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Breakfast
Every Saturday
starting July 25
from 8 a.m. until ?
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NOW VS. Iron Mike How Responsible Are Father Athletes
NEW YORK, NY-Like
many otheis, I was taken back
by the article in the recent issue
of Sports Illustrated. In case
you missed it, the cover fea
tured a handsome AfricanAmerican youngster, four,
maybe five years old, with a
pained expression on his face,

Juan Gonzalez, and boxer
Oscar De La Hoya. But the
overwhelming number of pro
filed playeis are African-Amer
ican players in the National
Basketball Association.
Shawn Kemp of the Qeve
land Cavaliers, of the NBAwas

holding a basketball.

singled out as the worst known
offender. At the age 28, Kemp

The
caption
reads:
“Where’s Daddy?” The young

six different mothers.

already has seven children by

This is not to say that some
man is Khalid Minor, son of.
Boston Celtics player Greg of these superstar athletes have
Minor. Minor, who at first not tried to be have responsibly

mer heavyweight champion,
“Iron” Mike Tyson, standing 5
feet 9 inches tall and weighing
about 220 pounds. In the oppo
site comer, we have the Nation
al Oiganization for Women
(NOW), weighing in with over

toward their children.
For example, Kemp has

the same woman, to whom he

tried to maintain relationships

is not married.

with children but in some

Unfortunately, as a profes

instances has been Nocked by

sional athlete, Minor has plenty

the mother.
And one could say the
unmarried-births situation in

of company.

Mike. Tyson

In one comer, we have for

denied he was Khalid’s father,
also has two other children by

an isolated sexual incident

In a comprehensive, 10page article titled “Paternity
Ward,” Sports Illustrated

prised by this recent NOW let

Asked why her local ter campaign, because “in the
branch and NOW’s national USA, eveiyone has an opin
office hasn’t expressed this ion.”
type of emotion regarding sex
Ratner said he has received
ual allegations against Presi pro and anti-Tyson letters, but it
dent Bill Clinton, Golonka said will be up to the five state com

chronicled what has become a
growing problem: paternity

pro sports merely reflects the
situation in the laiger society.
Thirty-two percent of all chil
dren are bom to unmarried

suits against some of our best-

mothers, according to a 1995

known athletes.

survey by the National Centers
for Health Statistics. In 1980, it

“politics makes strange bed fel missioners to decide if Tyson

A couple of well, known
retired white and Hispanic ath

lows.”

will be reinstated. He said he

letes are discussed or men

Her response and NOW’s hopes the commissioners
The bout between the two- . latest action is puzzling consid won’t be persuaded by public
the “mother’’ of all battles - ering all of. the serious issues opinion, but should instead
could halt the re-start of the for that effect women in this coun look at Tyson's actions out of
mer heavyweight champion’s try such as welfare to work pro the ring since he was suspend
boxing career. It began after the grams, child care and business ed.

tioned in passing: Indiana Pac

1 million members and count
ing.

Southern Nevada Chapter of

development. Is the boxing

the National Oiganization for
Women announced a nation

reinstatement of Tyson, the
only issue that NOW and the

wide letter writing campaign to
try and block Tyson from get

women’s movement can get
motivated around?

ting his boxing license reinstat
ed by the Nevada Athletic

Yes, according to Ishmael
Reedan author and cultural crit

Commission. ‘

ic. He called NOW a “White
supremacist oiganization.”

Last July 11, lhe Nevada
Athletic Commission banned

“NOW better known as the

Tyson from boxing for one
year, after he bit heavyweight

White middle class movement,
is the enemy of Black people,”

champion Evander Holyfield

said Reed. “If Susan Smith

on the ear in a boxing match.
He can apply to get his license

wouldn’t have confessed,
NOW would have backed her

reinstated anytime after July; against the phantom Black men
11, but it seems that NOW that kidnapped her children.”
“White feminists are
wants to stop this by swaying
becoming
the newoppressors,”
public opinion against TysQn.
“We have a once-in-a-life
time chance to strike decisive

said Dr. Julia Hare of the San
Francisco based Black Think-

dual blows against violence Tank. Dr. Hare said this latest
towards women and un-sports- action by NOW, which she said
manlike conduct .at the most was racist, was one of the rea
prominent level of sports in our sons that a majority of Black
country,” reads a NOW fax. women have rejected the femi“On July 11,1998, Mike Tyson nist movement and oiganiza
will become eligible to apply tp tions like NOW.
“Black women have seen
sion for a new license. Without this feminist farce,” said Dr.
that license, Mike Tyson will Hare. “They have seen racism
not be allowed to box any much more than their oppres
the Nevada Athletic Commis

sion as a women.”
where iii the United States.”
Mark Ratmer, executive
Although the NOW’s
director
of the Nevada Athletic
national office in Washington,
Commission,
said he isn’t sur-,.
D.C. hasn't endorsed the letter.

was only 18 percent. That over
all statistic includes nearly 70

ers Coach Larry Bird, baseball
Hall of Fame pitcher Jim

percent of African-American
children, 41 percent of Hispan
ic children and 21 percent of

Palmer, current baseball star

white children.

Bucs’ Coach Tony Dungy
Invites Dads And Kids To
Training Camp---------------TAMPA - On August 11, President, Mark W. Merrill. “It
Tuesday, the Tampa Bay com is our hope that other segments
munity is invited to be a part of of this great community will
the Buccaneers training camp. view this day as a model for
From 3:30 p.m. to 5:10 pm. at future events.”

them,” says Assistant Coach
Christensen. “This event is a
great way for them to do just
that.”
The Fatherhood Campaign

Pepin/Rood Stadium, Univer

The activities for the was designed to increase fether
sity of Tampa, North Boule “Afternoon at the Bucs Train interaction and participation in
vard, fathers and their children ing Camp” include lhe chance their children’s lives, and this
can watch the Bucs practice as for fathers and children to special afternoon with the Bucs
they gear up for the new foot watch the Bucs practice from
ball season. This free event is 3:30 pm to 5:10 pm. During
being sponsored by Family that time there will be give
First,

who

just

recently aways such as T-shirts with the
launched ail exciting partner “10 Ways to Be a Better Dad”
ship on its Fatherhood Cam on them, souvenir footballs,
paign with Bucs Head Coach and commemorative cups.
Tony Dungy and Assistant There will also be raffles for
Coach Qyde Christensen, who Bucs memorabilia including a
are serving as the Campaign’s football signed by Coach
chairman and vice chairman.
Dungy. Following the practice,
This special event is Fami Coaches Dungy and Chris
ly First’s inaugural community tensen will speak from 5:10pm
outreach effort since unveiling to 5:30 pm. Some of the Bucs
its partnership, and the goal is playeis will remain during the
to get fathers and children talks to encourage and champi
together. “Community involve on those fathers who really do
ment is vital in encouraging want to be better dads. ‘The
fathers to be better dads and to only way fathers can truly
be actively involved in their know and understand their
kids’ lives,” says Family First children is to spend time with

will be an opportunity for
lathers to schedule time with
their kids. “Hopefully fathers
will realize , the vital role they
play in their families and com
munities,” says Merrill. “And
this day at the Bucs training
camp is a way for the commu
nity as a whole to acknowledge
that the role of being a father is
important business.”

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

Nonetheless, the situation produces on the playing field is Indeed, Urban Leagues’ are
Sports Illustrated exposed is exacerbated in professional expanding its youth develop
deeply disturbing. For one sports because the money at ment programs.
thing, the article underscores stake is even greater.
We’re joining the Uiban
Of course, not all athletes League-wide “Achievement
out hesitation the perhaps succumb to this. But too ryany Matter?” campaign to celebrate
uniquely American belief that do succumb, as is glaringly evi those youngsters who have
those who display superior ath dent in the Sports Illustrated done well in school and in their
letic skills also adhere to a high story. This isn’t a plea for communities and to inspire
returning to the sexual prudery others to follow their lead.
moral code.
how unwise it is to accept with

Secondly, it’s evident that of yesteryear. We know that its
the broader sexual promiscuity often hid as hypocritical double
indicated by the Sports Illus standard.
It’s a declaration that we
trated article results from the
often corrosive dynamics that ought to demand.that profes
saturate the off-the-field envi sional athletes behave better,
ronment of the professional but not because we want to put

We’re also expanding a
project we call the Male
Responsibility

Program in

which our trained counselors
discuss with fathers, those who
have new and older children,
and those whose, spouses or

sports scene: some women them ori a pedestal. We should partners are expecting how to
indiscriminately throw their demand the same of them as be a better father. How to be
bodies at the athletes, and some we do of ourselves, and as we attentive and loving, how to
athletes
indiscriminately do of poor inner-city youths instill the proper discipline,
who don’t have mjllion-dollar how to provide for their fami
accept.
But it also results from the contracts! Be responsible!
Be responsible in part
coddling many of these athletes
received the moment they because we know that across
begin to show their superior tal the society the economic bur
ent Through high school and den of being bom out-of-wedcollege, blue-chip athletes are lock falls heavily on the chil

lies. Our goal in the achieve

too often shielded by coaches, dren themselves, and then, on
teachers, principals, athletic the women who bear them and
directors, and college deans raise them, often, alone.
from the consequences of their
That is the skill we in the
misbehavior, whether major or Urban League Movement have
minor.
been trying, with considerable
That willingness to look the success, to help instill in the
other way as long as the athlete youth of our communities.

workplace of today and tomor
row.
It’s also to.encourage them

ment program, fatherhood pro
gram, and all our youth projects
is not only to help young peo
ple develop skills that will
stand them in good stead in the

to develop the personal disci
pline that will make them will
ing learners and productive
workers and responsible moth
ers and fathers.

City Reduces On Street
Baseball Parking Rate
ST.PETERSBURG-The 1. Enter the space number
city of St. Petersburg will where vehicle is parked.
reduce the rate for downtown 2. Insert money, or a Masteron-street baseball parking start Card or Visa credit card, appro
ing Tuesday, July 21. In the priate for the hourly rate or flat
“yellow zone” west of Sixth rate, (ff using a credit card,
Street, (he fee will drop from press fee blue button to pur
$10 to $4, and in the “blue chase fee appropriate time).
zone” east of Sixth Street, it 3. Press fee green button for a
will change from $5 to $2 dur receipt
ing baseball games at Tropi
The hours of operation for

new addition affixed to fee
front of each Pay Station - a
Tampa Bay Devil Rays base
ball home game schedule - to
assist in determining when fee
special event rate is in effect.
And, because fee dly added
some Pay Stations in locations
where meters did not previous
ly exist, those Pay Stations are

now clearly marked wife the
cana Field.
general on-street parking message, “Pay only During
“As of July 21, the 225 downtown
are
Monday, Tropicana Field Events.”
Smart Park Pay Stations through Friday,’ from 8 am to 6
“This is only phase one of a
throughout the downtown area pm, and fee hourly rate remains
number of changes proposed
will also have new fece plates at 25 cents per hour. In addition
for fee city’s Parking Manage-,
with much simpler directions,” to these regular hours, payment ment plans to make it more
says Angelo Rao, the city’s is required at fee Pay Stations user-friendly. As other ele
director of Transportation and during game days on fee week
ments are finalized, we will
Parking Services. The new fece ends and on weekday notify fee public of changes
plate directions will have three evenings.
affecting traffic and parking in
easy steps:
Drivers will find .another downtown St. Petersburg,”
Rao said.
7 have tried to be honest. To be honest is to confront the truth. How
ever unpleasant and inconvenient the truth may be, I believe we must
expose andface it if we are tb achieve a better quality ofAmerican life. **
■ Martin Luther King, Jr.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred HeGriff Have in Common?

writing campaign yet, it has
been supportive. according to
Anne Golonka, the president of
NOW’s • Southern Nevada
chapter.
“Mike Tyson is an inap
propriate person to have in the
boxing ring,” ‘said Golonka,
who has now become a boxing
and morality expert. “I think
that better people should, be
involved in boxing, and he,
needs to accept responsibility
fbr his actions.”
When told that Tyson paid
his debt to society with his time
spent in jail for hls sexual
assault conviction, and has fin
ished his boxing suspension,
Golonka said she wanted to see
more remorse. She also said

•: "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change

pKCfelg)

• Custom Wdxing & Detailing'

CARWkSH)

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

©

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

(QUlKLUBE) 220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

(813)327-1900

DETAIUNG
CENTER

___Z_____ __ 8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday
FULL

r '•

--------■*

-

-J

FULL
7
THE '! "FRESH
SERVICE OIL
SERVICE
CHANGE
WORKS!! 'N SHINE" ' CAR WASH
SAVE $3°° SAVE S2M SAVE $2°° SAVE »i»
I

”i

I

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check

i
i
1 Car Wash, IH.TIIA SiHIKi: |
1 1000 Tri-Foam wax System, |

i

FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH

|

Under Chassis Spray & 1
Includes Oil, Filter,
Polish Wax, III. I RA
Lube, visual Inspect.,> ■ Rust Inhibitor, wheel Brite, ■ SHISi: Poly Sealant,-Air 1
Armorall
Tires,
&
PLUS "Free Full Service
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite 1
Air Freshener
Car wash"
1
|

*23.99 : $ i3.oo
Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/7/98

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/7/98

i

510.50

1

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/7/98

j
■

Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash ■
Ousted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

$7.95

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLlX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

Plus Tax • (Reg. $8.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/7/98

that Tyson's conviction was not

0
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St. Pete
Final Rites

vices arranged by Smith
Funeral Home, St Peters

Allen and a host of nieces,
nephews and faithful fiiends

buig, FL

that included Tamalyn
Fuller. Funeral arrange
ments provided by Creal
Funeral Home, St. Peters

Gainesville
Final Rites
JOHNSON, MCKENZIE-passed July 4, 1998.

burg, FL

Ocala
Final Rites

SEAY, JOHNNY MARVIN-passed July 9, 1998.

ALLEN,

EDYTHE

DELORES—passed

July
10, 1998. Her survivois
include her sister-in-law,
Sadie Allen; nephews, Joe
Allen and wife Helen,
HubertAllen and Mary, Pre
ston Allen and wife Johnnie
Mae; nieces Arthur Lee
Allen, Dorothy Williams
Bessie Rogers and Ermine
Gore and husband Willie
Gus along with a host of
other family and fiiends.
Funeral
arrangements
entrusted to Creal Funeral
Home, St Petersburg, FL

GREEN,

Leaving to mourn him are a
son, Johnny Jr. and wife,
Brenda; a daughter, Diana
S. Greene; six grandchil
dren, two great grandsons,
his brotheis, Willie and
wife, Gwendolyn; Douglas
and wife Nadine; Rudolph
and wife Betty; Fred and
wife Vianna; Ralph and
wife Annie Mae; Rufus and
wife Rose; Earl, Walter,
Charles and Frank Idlett and
a host of other femily and,
friends. Funeral arrange
ments entrusted to Creal
Funeral Services, St Peters
burg FL

life on July 10, 1998. He
leaves to cherish his memo
ries; daughter, Byancha
Byrd; parents, Ardley and
Ernestine Samuels; brother
Akeem Samuels; sisters,
Natasha, Felicia and Rox
anne Samuels, maternal
grandparents, Warren and
Clementine Wiliams; pater
nal grandmother, Dollie
Briscoe; aunt, Shirlean
Jones (DJ) and a host of
grand aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews, cousins and sor
rowing friends. Funeral ser
vices to Smith Funeral
Home, St Petersburg. FL

W I L L I A MS ,
MARION-passed July 6,
1998. He leaves to cherish
his memories his wife
Alberta Bivens Williams;
two children, the late Leroy
and Yolanda Williams and
her companion Willie Cal
houn, Jr.; grandchildren;
brother-in-law and other
sorrowing friends. Services
held at Queen Street Church
of God In Christ, SL Peters
buig, FL

1998. She leaves to cherish
beautiful memories two
sons, Tony Dyous and Alvin
Overstreet; three daughters,
Ariel Monroe, Natasha and
Dominique Graham; fether,
John W. Dyous; ten broth
ers; Sammy, James, Willie,
Johnnie^ Antione, Derrick,
Tony, Michael, Jasper and
Tyrone Dyous; six sisteis,
Earline, Eartha, Susan,
Maigie Ann, Carol and
Rozella Dyous and a host of
nieces, nephews, aunts,
uncles and sorrowing
friends. Funeral arrange
ments provided by Sum
mers Funeral Home, Ocala,
FL

BETTY

/.-passed July 15, 1998.
She leaves to mourn and
cherish her memories seven
sisters, Mary Swain, Martha
Davis,. Bernice Green,
Louise Willis, Mae Bell
Poole, Bobbie Evans, Ada .
Mae Goar; one brother,
Ralph Green along with a
host of nieces, nephews and
cousins. Funeral arrange
ments handled by Creal
Funeral Home, St Peteis
buig, FL •

OLIVER
PATRICIA
SANDS
HART-passesd
June 18,1998. She leaves to
cherish her memories her
sons, Aaron Sands (Luelyn),
Johathan Hart (Brandye)
Charles Oliver; her grand
children; her mother, Gladys
Hart, her brotheis and sisteis
other family members and
fiiends too numerous to list.
Funeral arrangements pro
vided by Young’s Funeral
Home, Clearwater, FL

MCCOMBS,
CLARETHA THOMP-

—-CUNNINGHAM'S'

SQ/V-departed this life July
13, 1998. She leaves to
cherish her memories her
husband, Willie McCombs;
two daughteis, April Dawn
Girard and Tamara L.
Girard; two sons, Michael
Anderson and Michael
McCombs; two sisteis,
Alpine Magness and Lucy
Ashwood (Albert); two
brothers, Haywood Thomp
son (Sarah) and Charles
Waters; mother and fatherin-law, Willie andv Pecola.
McCombs and a host of
other family and friends.
Funeral services entrusted to
Cunningham
Funeral
Home, Ocala, FL

Funerai Home PA.
“Your Friends Who Care
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
A.L. CUNNINGHAM

Creal Funeral
1 Homes

I Seventh Avenue Chapel
11940 7th Avenue SOUth
St. Petersburg. FL 33712
896-2602

Limousine Rental Service

SEAY,

WILLENE

C.-departed this life on June
28,1998. She is survived by
her ex-husband and friend,
Rudolph Seay, four sons,
Rudolph Seay Jr. Daryl and
wife Dineah, Carl and friend,
Dexter, Oretha and friend
Leroy; one brother, James
Caldwell; one sister, Jean
Caldwell and a host of other
family and friends. Funeral
services entrusted to Creal
Funeral Home, SL Peters

Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Notary Public

Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel
1 2025 Dr. M.L. King Street SOuth
1
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

WILLIAMS,
ROBERT-enteied
into
STARKES,
DAVID
RASHAWN-departed this
life July 12,1998. He leaves
to cherish his memories his
parents, David and Bennie
Stozier, sister, LaShawnda
Stozier; brothers, Keyon
and Jake Stozier; maternal
grandmother, Viigil Beckford, Maternal grandfather,
Levi Grayson and Willie
Stewart; paternal grandfa
ther, Dave Stozier and pater
nal grandmother, Rose
Mary Barkin. Funeral ser-

eternal rest July 12, 1998.
He leaves to cherish his
fond memories a loving son,
Michael Lancaster (Sara);
two sisters, Geneva Jenkins
and husband, Pete and Irene
Tate;
two
brothers,
Nathaniel
and
James
Williams; stepdaughters,
Charlene Lancaster, Doris
Barnum and husband Joel;
Wanda Bolen, Maxine
Durant, Gaynell Cooper and
husband Ernest; Veronica
Hudson
and
husband
Mario; companion, Loray

“Quality and Service”

I

State Approved Prg-Fungral

I

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
^ Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charfes S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue
(352)372^537
P.O. Box 592
(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602
Fax: (352) 377-5678

^Serving From Two Convenient Locations

1 —^-s’QRIEF BREAKS HEARTS
"Blessed arc they that mourn;
for they shall be comforted”

Matthew 5:4

| The Healing Power ofthe Funeral:

An Easy Way to Pay
In Advance For Your Funeral

il * Brings family and friends together for support,
| • Acknowledges the fife Wved by e loved-one,
I|

* Encourages the expression of feelings and emotions.

| * Supports the value of religion through ceremonies.

. I

"Yes, that's right, there
is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and

•A Zion Hiu RO1WMY
H€IK
TQ R€1W THOSE BROKCft HCAHTV
Zlon Wilt Mortuary

Dwayne E. Matt,L.F.D.

St. Petersburg. Ftorida, 33707

have peace of mind."

M—

OLIVER

JR.-passed July 1,1998. His
survivois include his wife,
Beverly Pitts; four children,
Alton and Oliver Pitts IH and
Jeremy Harris and Latrice
Pitts. One sister, Carolyn
Pitts; one brother, Phillip
Pitts and a host of other fam
ily and fiiends. Funeral ser
vices entrusted to Creal
Funeral Home, St. Peteis
burg, FL’

Young's
Funeral
Home
A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

“Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding”

351-0566
2*238 NW 10th St.
Ocala, Florida 34475

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5353

(Summers Funeral Fome &

burg.

PITTS,

DYOUS, GERALDINE
JENISE-passed July 10,

SMITH,
WILLIE
EUGENE-depaited this

His memoiy will live on in
the hearts of loving and
devoted wife, Eunice John
son; three daughters, Annie
Jo Johnson, Debra McQel
lan, Lynette Johnson; three
sons, Terry Lee Johnson,
Kenneth McClellan and

Reginald McQellan; two
daughters-in-law,
Susan
and Carolyn McClellan;
two sisters-in-law, Pearlie
Mae Johnson, Rev. Geral
dine McQellan and a host
of nieces, nephews, cousins
arid caring friends. Funeral
arrangements entrusted to
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville, FL

The average funeral costs much less today than most
people think. However, in the future, an average funeral
will cost more.
If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't
ppse a financial burden to those left behind.
Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your
needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan
you want and ifyou relocate-your plan goes with you.

WHEN ONLY MEMORIES REMAIN...
LET THEM BE BEAUTIFUL.
We believe that each service
should be rendered reflecting
the beauty of one's life.
Rendering this type Qf service is not
only a priority, but a reflection of a

Don't delay...

CARING STAFF.
Call or Write to us today
to leam more about
funeral planning.
McRae Funeral Home

1534 - 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

1940 Martin Luther King jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813)895-6005

894-2266
Taking Time to Serve Others
Jerome B. Smith, President-LF.D. • Hubert C. Reynolds Jr. Family Service Counselor-L.F.D.
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
Data Entrv/CIerk

LEGAL NOTICE

ProfiCienCy in MiCrosoft, Word & Exeel.
Knowledge of d-base programs pre
ferred. Excellent telephone & written

CITY OF TAMPA, FLORIDA
Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa on the indicated Bid
Date no later than 1:30 P.M. in the 4th
Floor Conference Room, Tampa
Municipal Office Building, 306 E.
Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida, for
the following projects:

communication skills, knowledge of gen
eral office proCedures, filing, Copying,
typing, etc. F/T: M-F Resumes only:
CASA P O Box 414 St. Petersburg, FL
33731. Fax: 821-7101.

$500 FREE GROCERY
COUPONS OF YOUR
CHOICE FOR TRYING
OUR MEDICAL PLAN

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

DENTAL-VISION

PRESCRIPTIONS

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SAVINGS ffi80%

$15 Mth Household - $9 Mth
Individual. Pre-Established Rates.
Oral Exam $5. X-Rays $15. Teeth
Cleaning $15. Fillings - Amalgam
$20,’Composite $35. Sedative $20.
Extraction $35. Root Canal Anterior $195, Bicuspid $250.
Porcelain Crown $395. Dentures Upper or Lower. $450. Braces Children $1850, Adults $1950.
• Over 200 Dental Procedures.
Cosmetic Dentistry & Specialists'.
• Over 12,000 Optical Providers.
Eye Exams & Surgery.
• Over 35,000 Pharmacy Locations.

WHY

RENT

-

OWN

YOUR
HOME
$2,695
Down, $489.00 month P.I. 2
Bed, 1 Bath, new carpet,
paint and Central Heat & Air.
■Large fenced back yard.
Coquina Key in South St.
Petersburg. Seller to pay
buyers closing cost. 3433185

-Over 10,000 Per Month Joining-

VIDEO SERVICES

Member OrSales Details Mailed.

PHOTOS & FILM TO VIDEO
VIDEO & CASS. DUPLICATION

(813)866-8106

ABC VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
WEDDING VIDEOS
REUNIONS, SEMINARS

fi.

. 46

535-3222
t&Zt fUx/L, tfohk

rPLEASE
fan. otvi tyf^iettemi ta

SUPPORT

Your local

L

ADVERTISERS

s
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PROJECT: 5965; Fire Maintenance
Building Improvements
BID DATE: August 18, 1998 ESTI
MATE: $250,000 DEPOSIT: $60
SCOPE: Construction of addition to
existing fire vehicle maintenance
facility with all site work, selective
demolition,
structural,
finish,
mechanical and electrical. PRE-BID
CONFERENCE: Tuesday, August
4,1998, 2:00 p.m., Tampa Municipal
Office Building, 306 E. Jackson
Street, 4th Floor Conference Room
CONTACT: James E. Jackson, Jr..
A.I.A.. City Architect. 813/274-8773
PROJECT: 0652; Citywide Painting
at Various Locations FY 98
BID DATE: August 18,1998 ESTI
MATE: $100,000 DEPOSIT: $30
SCOPE: Surface preparation, clean
ing, caulking, wood replacement,
painting, and finish of interior and
exterior surfaces at various existing
structures (located City-wide). PRE
BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday,
August 4, 1998, 2:00 p.m., Tampa
Municipal Office Building, 306 E.
Jackson Street, 4th Floor Conference
Room
CONTACT:
David
L.
Vaughn,
A.I.A.,
Contract
Administrator. 813/274-8568
Pre-Bid Conferences) are held in the
4th Floor Conference Room. The
Plans and Specifications for the work
may be examined at, or copies may
be obtained from, the Department of
Public Works, Municipal Office
Building, 4th Floor North, City Hall
Plaza, Tampa, Florida 33602, (phone,
(813) 274-8721) upon the refundable
paymenf of the indicated deposit for
each set. Copies of Standard Forms
and Provisions, (a part of the
Contract Documents, but not reprint
ed in the Specifications), are avail
able for an additional charge of $15
each. Mailing is available for an addi
tional charge of $10 per set. Checks
should be made payable to the City of
Tampa. Documents can also be made
available for review (only) at the City
of Tampa’s Community Affairs
Office upon request. Copies of the
Women/Minority Business Enter
prise Program and Directory may be
obtained
with
the
Plans
and
Specifications.

"AT LARGE" CONTESTANTS WANTED
for Miss Black Sophisticate Teen Inti., Ms. Black
Sophisticate Inti, and the Ms. Black Sophisticate
Woman Inti. Pageants
Age categories 13-17,18-29 and 30 plus
National competition to be held in Las Vegas, Nevada
For more infonnation contact office at 1-888-648-4866

rh-odt- M. typtm/£ttt45.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
(RFP #98-022)

SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE OF ST. PETERSBURG HOUSING
AUTHORITY MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
The Housing Authority of the City of St, Petersburg,(SPHA), St. Petersburg, Florida is requesting
proposals from qualified, responsible and responsive firms to provide Support ahd Maintenance
of SPHA's Management and Information Systems (MIS).

PROPOSED SCHEDULE
Advertise Request for Proposals
Request for Proposals Ready for Pick-up
Prep-Proposal Conference
Written Proposals due by 2:00 p.m.
Review of Written Proposals
Interviews with Proposers
Award of Contract
Commencement of services by MIS staff

July 19-26,1998
July 27,1998
August 4,1998
.August 10,1998
August 12,1998
August 17,1998
August 28, 1998
September 1,1998

If you are interested in submitting a Proposal, Please Call (813) 323-3171 extension #333 Monday
through Friday, Between the Hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. You may also pick-up a copy; in
person at 3250 5th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, Florida 33.713 from the Contract Administrator,
during the same days and hours.

SPHA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS
IF SUCH ACTION IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND TO WAIVE
ANY AND ALL INFORMALITIES AND MINOR IRREGULARITIES
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR BLACK AND HISPANIC CONTRACTORS ONLY

City of St. Petersburg
PAYROLL
COORDINA
TOR .
$26,021 - $38,355
Closing date 7-24-98
Administrative and technical
work providing detailed sup
port for all activities of the
Finance Department Payroll
Section, including responsi
bility, for the processing and
distribution of the City's pay
roll and related software sys
tem mainframe administra
tion. Must possess a mini
mum of 64 credit hours from
an accredited junior college
or university
aif equiva
lent combination of educa-;
tion and experience. One
year experience maintaining
business financial records is
also required. Prefer a
Certified
Payroll
Professional
(CPP).
Knowledge, of Lotus 1-2-3,
Wordperfect, Kronos and
Software
Plus
Human
Resources/Payroll System is
desirable. Must also be in
possession of and maintain a
valid State of Florida driver's
license.
Interested persons Should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842,. St.
Petersburg,
FL
33731.
Preference in appointment
will be extended to eligible
Veterans and, In some
Instances, spouses of eligible
veterans. To receive veteran's
preference, documentation
of status must be submitted
at time of application.

WASTEWATER COLLEC
TION SYSTEM COORDI
NATOR
$30,992 - $45,698
Closing date'7-29-98
Professional and supervisory
work in coordinating the
work control management
a'nd contract services activi
ties for the Wastewater Col
lection System Management
Division. Prefer graduation
from a four year college or
university with major course
work in business administra
tion, engineering or related
field. Must possess consider
able experience in Wastewater Collection Mainte
nance and Construction,
Contract Administration and
Information
Management
Systems. Must also be in
possession of and maintain a
valid State of Florida driver's
license..
Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842, St.
Petersburg,
FL
33731.
Preference in appointment
will be extended to eligible
veterans . and, in
some
instances, spouses of eligible
veterans. To receive veteran's
preference, documentation
of status must be submitted
at time of application.

Skilled,
technical
field
inspection and code enforce
ment work in securing and
maintaining regulatory com
pliance with applicable ordi
nances governing the instal
lation and alteration of elec
trical systems and related
equipment in structures of all
types. Must be a high school
graduate or be in possession
of a GED certificate with
five years experience as a
journeyman electrician or an
electrical contractor. Must
aiso possess state certifica
tion within six months of
hire. Applicant must also be
in possession of and main
tain a valid State of Florida
driver's license and provide a
personal motor vehicle and
automobile'insurance policy
that meets the minimum
requirements of liability
established by the State of
Florida for property damage
and personal injury coverage
for
"business
use".

Residency Requirement
WATER RECLAMATION
PLANT OPERATOR II
$24, 898 - $32,074
Closing date 7^29-98
Skilled work, which may
involve limited supervisory
duties, in the inspection and
operation of equipment in a
wastewater treatment plant
on a permanent rotating shift.
Must be a high school gradu
ate or possess a GED certifi
cate supplemented
with
some experience in the oper
ation of a wastewater treat
ment plant. Must also be m
possession of a current State
of
Florida
Wastewater
Operator "C" Certificate for
Wastewater treatment or
higher. Females are encour

3:00 P.M.

Monday, August 3,1998

Enterprises and Hispanic Business Enterprises.

For more info, call (813)
822-2042.

FOOD SERVICE - Spice
up your life. PAR Food
Services
is
expanding.
Hiring 1 cook and 1 dietary
aid. Valid FL driver's license
req. Call Cheryn at 727-5387244 ext. 241. EOE/DFWP

11:00 A.M.

Thursday, July 30,1998

FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO ACCIDENT
INJURY ?
FREE 30 PAGE BOOKLET

& PRE-RECORDED
MESSAGE REVEALS STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW. TO
PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS. FIND OUT WHAT THE INSURANCE COM
PANIES DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW! THEY'RE BANKING ON IT.
BEST CALL YOU'LL EVER MAKE.

CALL TODAY!
TOLL FREE "HELPLINE" 1-888-324-3571

.

/Taring

(813)323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

We welcome your
SEND YOUR LETTERS
TO:4 .
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St Petersburg, FL
’"
. 33707

jj

Largo, FL 33770-3770

813-816-1200. EOE/DFWP

r?ip'ptprp;pipipJpipJr?irai?[i?lf?if;if?ii7j

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
1-11-21

HERITAGE
APARTMENTS
Garden Setting
on Lake Seminole

•
•
•
•

24 hr. emergency system
Pool- - Lakefront Park
Laundry facilities
Planned activities &
entertainment
• Indiv. screened porches

HERITAGE
PRESBYTERIAN
HOUSING, INC.^
393-3477
10200122ndAve. N. '
,»
Largo, FL 33773
Now Accepting Applications

36-39-40

CA$H 3
175 938 206
841
730 952 648
4- 8 6-1 3-7
5- 2 4-7 5-8

YourHoroscope

w/fA:

...

Bttil4m&DepL

The Sun highlighting your
chart’s zone of romance and creativity
promises that you have lots of fun with
friends to look forward to! Comparison shop
ping could save you a bundle this week.
Double-check your calendar after the 30th.

Toyrwt

April 20 to May 20

A Moon-Venus aspect on the
26th promises you’ll be in the mood for
love—dim the lights. Get organized at
home before the 30th to avoid misplacing
things. Under serious stars, remember
to exercise your smile muscles daily!

Gemini
When a sensual Libra Moon
sets the stage for romance on the 28th and
29th, you could be in for a steamy ren
dezvous. After the 30th, Mercury retrograde
wilkurge you tb be prompt and primed for
every appointment—wind your watch.

Cancer

June 22 to July 22

,

-

'Rirviironmental Development (Zommibsion
Jh ■ (EDC) • Code Enforcement
■

586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive

May 21 to June 21

' Zoni ng * Roarrl'of Adjustment ( BOA)
Letters to the Editor

& HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)

March 21 to April 19

SOUND

‘

.

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

AUTO SECURITY

amneriu or reshientwrproperty <.
'

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

Is A Dangerous Problem

r the purpose pf discussing any questions prospective Bidders may have regarding the Work tt
: done under said project.

Hands-on care of the

Baker & Baker, Inc. of St.
Petersburg is rated #1 in
the country by the African
American Community in
designing Greeting cards,
Address
Books,
In
vitations,
Calendars,
Births, Business cards,
ete. All items will have
your family photo & per
sonal
information
or
greetings on them. Prices
are low. No more drug
store products for African
Americans. Also Ask for
Free Discount Member
ship Card. (813) 544-2444

CAR-JACKIN

ATTEXT|OX

A pre-bid conference will be held in a meeting room of Bethel Community Baptist Church,
1045 16th Street South, St.Petersburg, Florida, beginning at:

A Unique Profession!!

Port Richey. Call Bridget at

rent. Quiet area - Convenient
to downtown (twin beds) -

Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
Sohool Aotivities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraterriity Activities
’ Sports * Reunions
GALLARYTME
JDAY OR HJQHT3

Plans and specifications are open to public inspection at the Church Office (727-821-7181) and at
the Business Assistance Division (727-893-7146) of the City of St.'Petersburg (1 Fourth Street
North - 5th Floor - Purchasing Department) between the hours of 8:30 am to noon and 1:00 pm to
4:30 pm. Plans ahd Specifications may also be obtained from the Rosier/Jones Associates, Inc.
(727-894-8396) for a $35.00 non-refundable charge. Bidders are limited to only Black Business

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

methadone clinic located in

AMENITIES INCLUDE:

BlLL THOMAS PHOTOS

The work consists of furnishing all labor, material, and equipment necessary for renovations of an
existing building (approximately 4100 sq. ft, M.O.L.) from its current use as a day care center to
commercial office space. The scope of work includes carpentry, tiles and other floor coverings,
painting, minor site work and landscaping, and modifications to the existing plumbing and HVAC.

Hospice

Clinical Services, outpatient

for the elderly
62 years and over.

For All Your Photo Needs

At this time and place, said bids Will be publicly opened,and read aloud. All Bids (inducing mailed
bids) must be placed in the Chutch Office by said opening time and date. Any bid received after
said bid opening time and date will be rejected. Bethel Community Baptist Church will not be
responsible for failure of the United States mail or for privatecouriers or messengers to deliver
bids to the office of Bethel Community Baptist Church by said bid opening time and date.

AFRICAN AMERICAN
CARDS

LPN/PT ' Needed for PAR

FURNISHED ROOMS to

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS

th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33705, until:

City of Gulfport
- Requirements include Florida State
Certified, valid Fl. driver license. Two
year degree and completion of P.A.S.S.
preferred. Consideration will be given
for Academy sponsorship for Candidates
who have completed both P.A.S.S. and
Gulfport
Screening
processes.
Background/drug screenings will be
conducted. Entry $12.23
hrly.
Applications accepted through 7/31/98
at 2401 53 St. So., Gulfport, E.O.E.
POLICE OFFICER -

Federally subsidized

Business Development Center Renovations
(1045 16th Street South)
St. Petersburg, Florida
aled Bids will be received by Bethel Community Baptist Church, at the Church Office, 1045

Responsible
professional
civil engineering and admin
istrative work in planning
and directing activities relat
ed to the design and prepara
tion of plans and specifica
tions for public works pro
jects, This position requires
management of a design
division consisting of 25
staff members within the
Engineering
Department,
responsibly in charge of pro
ducing bid documents for
approximately $20-30 mil
lion
of
Public
Works
Improvement s annually.
Must be a graduate from an
accredited four year college
or university with-a degree in
civil
engineering.
Considerable
progressive
experience in the manage
ment of staff and consultants
in developing design and bid
documents
for
capital
improvement projects- Must
also be in possession of a
current State of Florida
Board
of.
Engineering
Examiner's
Professional
Engineering
License
Familiarity
with
water,
sewer, drainage, roadway
and bridge projects in addi
tion to
Auto CADD is
required.
Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842, St.
Petersburg, Fl 33731.

aged to apply for this
career
opportunity.
Residency Requirement

-N-

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

City of St. Petersburg
MANAGER, ENGINEER
ING DESIGN
$45,800 - $68,400
Closing date 8-21-98

City of St. Petersburg
ELECTRICAL
INSPEC
TOR
(Development Service's)
$26,957 - $36,296
Closing date 7-29-98 >

' -

Consult with us first. Catl’for an

Mars and Venus are helping you
realize how exciting your life can be . .
when you make the effort. This is a great
time to experiment with your image—make
yourself over in a glamorous new light!
Career achievement is favored all week.

Leo

July 23 to August 22

What will Mercury’s retro
grade motion teach you for the next three
weeks? Don’t sweat the small stuff! While
a serious financial discussion on the 26th
or 27th may require input from an expert,
the stars advise looking before you leap.

Virgo
August 23fo September 22

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813) 327-1935

Are those real fireworks br just
passionate sparks between you and your
mate? On the 26th and 27th, it may be
hard to tell! Fabulous bargains in clothing
or jewelry could be yours on the 28th or
29th—take advantage of the savings!

Libra
September 23 to October 22

The Moon glowing in your sign
on the 27th arid 28th promises heady'
romance: experiment with a new per
fume. If travel plans need to be changed
' after the 30th, close your eyes, spin the
globe and pick a new destination!

October 23 to November 21

When the Sun-Saturn square
highlights career decisions on the 26th,
you’ll see that something’s got to give;
focus on what’s most important. A mis
understanding may finally be resolved.
Love and family are favored all week.

Sagtttorivs
November 22 to December 21

When’s the last time you
played frisbee? With the Sun in Leo,
your appetite for fun could prompt you
to unearth old hobbies or games and
enjoy yourself! On the 28th and 29th,
love may take your breath away.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

When Saturn squares the Sun
on the 26th, you could forget the rules—
at least for a while—as you take a clos
er look at relationships with young peo
ple and children. Take a few days off to
relax after the 30th.

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

Thanks to Mercury moving ret
rograde on the 30th, your mate’s big deci
sion could cause a sudden change in
plans—go with the flow. Wit i challenging
aspects in place all summer, you may
want to invest in a personal calendar.

Pisces

February 19 to March 20

If you’ve dreamed of traveling
abroad or having oodles of money, your
wish could be about to come true! Under
promising aspects from Venus and Jup
iter, countless chances for love and hap
piness are on their way!
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Get Out The Grill And Reward Yourself
With A Juicy W-D Brand® Steak

America’s Supermarket
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www.winndixie.com
PRICES AND ITEMS GOOD WEDNESDAY, JUIV 22 THROUGH TUESDAY, JULY 28.1998
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1998 - WINN-DIXIE STORES, INC. TAMPA DIVISION

